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Preface

0.1 Introduction

Mobility is a vital good in any modern society which is based on division of
labour. However, daily increasing levels of congestion [4] underscore the im-
portance of new technological developments, e.g., Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS). The idea of such systems is to ensure the efficient utilisation
of the available road capacity by controlling traffic operations and influencing
drivers´ behaviour by providing information [25]. An example are Dynamic
Route Guidance Systems, which help the road user to navigate through the
road network easier and more efficient.

Currently, the traffic problem is often based on a lack of information. Of
course when making travel choices, road users constantly combine various
sources of information and expectations of traffic conditions, but they can
hardly obtain data about the global situation. Thus, they have only a partial
and inaccurate knowledge about the traffic conditions in the network and it is
not possible for them coordinate their behaviour with the other, e.g., change
their departure time to relax the situation. Additionally, the most useful
information to a driver is predictive information. Since, it allows the road
users to estimate the travel time of their trips under consideration of future
developments of the traffic conditions.

Therefore, Advanced Traveller Management Systems (ATMS) and Ad-
vanced Traveller Information Systems (ATIS) are developed as a part of
ITS. They provide real-time information about the current and future traffic
state to the road users. The channels for data transfer are, e.g., the radio
broadcast, in-vehicle devices and of course the Internet. Obviously, the idea
is to alleviate jams and use the infrastructure more efficiently [1, 87, 88]. Al-
though these systems have reached a high technical standard, their potential
benefits as well as their drawbacks are still discussed controversially.
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This discussion will continue as long as the drivers’ reactions upon current
or even predictive information are not known. For instance traffic predictions
are based on projected traffic conditions which themselves depend on the
ways in which drivers will respond to them. The aim of this thesis is to
develop an ATIS, to understand the impact of information in traffic systems
and to develop models that consider the reaction of the driver to information.

0.2 Objectives of the Thesis

Recently, it became more and more popular in the natural sciences and es-
pecially in physics to model socio-economic systems, e.g., road, pedestrian
or Internet traffic. However, to describe traffic is a challenging task involv-
ing many disciplines, e.g., traffic and civil engineering, economy, psychology,
mathematics and of course physics. The central idea of this thesis is to com-
bine the contributions of some disciplines with emphasis on the methods of
physics.

The main objectives of this work are:

• To give insights into the concepts of Intelligent Transportation Systems.

• To discuss potential benefits and drawbacks of providing information in
traffic systems.

• To analyse and evaluate the usefulness of multi-agent system for mod-
elling traffic system.

• To develop a general agent-based traffic model, which is capable to
include the reaction of drivers to information.

• To study and model the route choice behaviour of road users on different
time-scales, e.g., from day to day or within a day.

• To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed approaches in practise,
especially in combination with data provided on-line.

• To discuss different methods to forecast traffic patterns and to point
out their validity based on real traffic data.
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0.3 Thesis Outline

The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 1 reviews the objectives of Intelligent Transportation Systems

and focuses especially on Advanced Traveller Information Systems (ATIS)
and Advanced Traveller Management Systems (ATMS). Potential benefits
and drawbacks of providing information are discussed. In the second chapter,
the basic notions of multi-agent systems are introduced and their applications
in the traffic domain are presented. In order to describe the behaviour of the
road users an agent-based traffic flow model is proposed. Chapter 3 uses a
coordination game with a binary decision to study the day-to-day dynamics
of the route choice behaviour of commuters. The focus lies on modelling
human behaviour based on methods to collect empirical from real road users.
In the following chapter, the impact of en-route information is investigated.
A basic two-route scenario is simulated to generate dynamic data. Different
types of information are studied and compared with each other. In Chapter 5
a special ATIS, which is based on an on-line simulation and a dynamic traffic
forecast, is presented. The framework is applied to the freeway network of
the State of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW). The last chapter concludes and
suggests directions for future research.
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Chapter 1

Intelligent Transportation
System

Daily recurrent traffic jams reflect the fact that the road networks are not
able to cope with the demand for mobility which will still increase in the
near future. Especially, in densely populated regions, like the state of North
Rhine-Westphalia, it is socially untenable to expand the road network fur-
ther to relax the situation. Additionally, building new roadway capacities is
resource-intensive. Hence, one of the objectives of Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) is to place more emphasis on using the existing infrastructure
more efficiently, e.g., by providing information to the road users.

1.1 Introduction

Research on driver information technologies dates back to the 1950s and
has evolved over the past 50 years (for an overview see [1]). Although the
technologies have advanced, the primary goals remain the same:

• improve travel efficiency and mobility,

• enhance safety,

• provide economic benefits,

• conserve energy,

• and protect the environment.

5
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Recently, the development of advanced technologies in information pro-
cessing, sensing, and computer control, e.g., Global Positioning Systems
(GPS) or the Internet, have fostered the development of ITS. This will have
a significant impact in the field of transportation in many countries [67, 156].

1.1.1 ITS Areas

In general, ITS applications have been subdivided into six interlocking tech-
nology areas [56, 118]:

Advanced Traveller Management Systems (ATMS)

ATMS monitor, control, and manage traffic on roads and freeways to reduce
congestion and maximise the efficiency using vehicle route diversion, auto-
mated signal timing, Variable Message Signs (VMS), and priority control
systems (for details see Sect. 1.2).

Advanced Traveller Information Systems (ATIS)

ATIS include a variety of systems that provide real-time, in-vehicle informa-
tion to drivers regarding navigation and route guidance, motorist services,
roadway signings, and hazard warnings (for details see Sect. 1.3).

Advanced Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS)

AVCS are mostly focused to in-car use and refer to systems that assist drivers
in controlling their vehicle particularly in emergency situations and ulti-
mately taking over some or all driving tasks. Examples are Automatic Cruise
Control (ACC) systems, which initiate emergency braking if the distance to
the predecessor undergoes the threshold.

Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO)

CVO address the application of ITS technologies to the special needs of com-
mercial vehicles including automated vehicle identification, location, weigh-
in-motion, clearance sensing, and record keeping. A major issue in this field
is to improve fleet management operations.
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Advanced Rural Transportation Systems (ARTS)

ARTS include systems that apply ITS technology to the special needs of
rural areas, since these are characterised by a number of attributes, which
are different from urban areas, e.g., blind corners, fewer passing lanes, longer
distance travel or less supporting infrastructure.

Advanced Public Transportation Systems (APTS)

APTS enhance the effectiveness, attractiveness, and efficiency of public trans-
portation and include automated fare collection, public travel security, and
especially real-time information systems. However, this information should
support the multi-modal aspect, since the availability and accessibility of
information is one of the major drawbacks of public transport.

This paperwork focuses on ATIS and ATMS. The strategies of the two
approaches are contrary, since control is distributed in different ways [48].
On the one hand, management systems try to achieve a global control, i.e.,
to monitor the traffic, analyse the patterns, and then regulate them by means
of signs, or ramp meters. ATIS on the other hand, provide information or
even recommendations to the road users. But it is their own choice to follow,
ignore or just do the opposite of the recommendations. Both systems have in
common that they try to enhance the efficiency of the traffic flow. To gather
the required information various detection devices are used.

1.1.2 Detection Devices

The basis of every ITS is input data, i.e., measurements from detection de-
vices. In general, one can distinguish locally fixed and moving detectors, e.g.,
Floating-Cars (FCs):

• Inductive Loops. These are the most common devices, since their
structure is simple, they are cheap and have a high reliability. The
idea is to detect the amount of metal which crosses a certain area.
Depending on the setup, these devices deliver aggregated velocities,
number of vehicles, or even single-vehicle data (for details see [129]).

• Video Cameras. Video detection demands a high technical standard,
since the images need to be processed in real-time. Additionally, there
are problems at night or if the weather conditions are bad. Besides,
the calibration of the system is very error-prone.
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• Infrared Beacons. The idea of these devices is to detect cars using
the infrared spectrum. Most of the detectors work event-driven, i.e.,
there is a classification of traffic patterns and whether a significant
change between the classes is reported [69].

• Floating Cars. FCs are employed to investigate traffic conditions on
the routes, e.g., to measure speed or link travel times (see Chapter 4).
This information is transmitted to control centres [69]. However, equip-
ping a car with the necessary devices is quite expensive. A cheaper
alternative is to track people using positioning functions of their cel-
lular phones [7]. However, the most crucial issue is to guarantee the
anonymity of the persons.

A key problem of all detection devices except FCs is that information is only
provided at stationary points. One strategy is to install a very dense detection
network. Another is to extrapolate the locally measured information using
simulation. This aspect is discussed in Chapter 5.

1.1.3 Technologies

There are some innovative technologies, which foster the development of
ITS, e.g., GPS, GSM, Internet. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is
important since it allows for locating an object using at least three satellites.
The Internet offers huge possibilities for distributing information. In future,
it will be available on in-vehicle devices. Nowadays, a lot of web-pages already
offer real-time information about the traffic situation to the user1.

1.1.4 Temporal Nature of Information

Since the idea of ITS is to provide information, the temporal nature of the
data as well as its use in traffic scenarios should be discussed briefly. Con-
ceptually, information may fall into three distinct temporal classes [25, 57]:

Historical Data

Historical or after-trip information [62] reflects the previous states of the net-
work. It can be either objective (measured), or subjective (own experience).

1See http://www.traffic.uni-duisburg.de/links/traf.html.
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The objective historical data are used to categorise daily traffic demands
and extract heuristics [45, 52, 108, 168, 171], which can be used for a traffic
forecast (see Sect. 5.4.1).

Current Data

Current information is provided real-time and should be the most up-to-
date information. The basis are data measured by detection devices (see
Sect. 1.1.2).

Predictive Data

This kind of data reflects the expected traffic conditions. The predictive
information can be short-term, up to one hour, or long-term, up to one day.
To provide such data, intelligent algorithms are needed to combine historical
and predictive data (for details Sect. 5.4).

1.1.5 Information in Traffic Systems

All temporal classes of data are provided before a trip or during the trip:

Pre-Trip Information

These data are transmitted, e.g., via the Internet or GSM. Since the road
user has time to analyse and process it, the amount of information can be
higher than for en-route systems. This kind of information introduces day-
to-day dynamics of the route choice behaviour into traffic systems (for detail
see Chapter 3).

En-Route Information

In order to support the road user during his trip data are transmitted en-
route or on-trip. Possible modes of transmission are Variable Message Signs
(VMS) or radio broadcast. Therefore, the content and amount of informa-
tion can vary strongly. In general, it should be short and concise. In contrast
to pre-trip, en-route information leads to within day-dynamics of the route
choice behaviour (for details see Chapter 4).
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of the main devices of Traffic Management Systems on
freeways (picture from [56]). The systems comprise automated data collec-
tion, freeway ramp meters, lane control signs or VMS.

1.2 Advanced Traffic Management Systems

ATMS are usually installed by operators of freeways in order to monitor,
analyse and control traffic. The main building blocks of ATMS on freeways
are shown in Fig. 1.1. The detection devices available have already been
discussed in Sect. 1.1.2. In the following we will discuss the other devices.

Freeway Ramp Metering

Ramp metering and freeway-to-freeway control regulate the flow on the on-
ramps by traffic signals. The aim is to avoid traffic congestion in the main-
stream flow (for an overview see [133]). Similar to traffic signals in urban
traffic control (UTC), the first approaches used fixed-time programs inde-
pendent on the traffic state.

However, this may lead either to an overload of the mainstream flow
(congestion) or to under-utilisation of freeways. Therefore, reactive strate-
gies were developed, which try to keep traffic conditions close to certain
pre-defined values, e.g., meta-stable states [14, 16]. Nevertheless, once a con-
gestion is built up, the out-flow from the congested area is reduced and ramps
covered by jams are blocked. Future systems will be pro-active, i.e., they use
a traffic forecast and try to incorporate larger temporal and spatial horizons
[133].
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Variable Message Signs

VMS are used to set speed limits or to display information to the road user. In
different countries the amount of information displayed on these devices vary
a lot: In Germany, most VMS do not present recommendations, e.g., travel
time, but only road signs. In other European countries, like the Netherlands,
Great Britain or France, travel times and recommendations are given [34,
64, 70, 166]. Additionally to VMS, lane control signals are employed which
allow for a traffic responsive use of lanes.

Urban Traffic Control (UTC)

In contrast to freeway traffic control, UTC concentrates on traffic signals and
their coordination. Different solutions to traffic signal coordination which
make use of multi-agent systems are presented in Sect. 2.2.2.

However, most of the control strategies are implemented independently,
thus they fail to exploit the synergistic effects that might result from a co-
ordination of the respective control actions. Therefore, an advanced concept
for integrated freeway network control should not only coordinate these mea-
sures but also include information systems, e.g., route guidance.

1.3 Advanced Traveller Information Systems

An integral part of ITS are ATIS [1, 13, 86, 87, 88], which provide real-
time information about the traffic situation to travellers, e.g., travel times,
location of incidents or weather conditions (see Chapter 5). Their aim is
to alleviate traffic congestion and to ameliorate the capacity of the existing
infrastructure. The individual road user can benefit from such systems since
anxiety and stress associated with navigating through the network are re-
duced. Thus, there should be a significant overall reduction in travel time,
delay and fuel consumption.

A concept of an ATIS is shown in Fig. 1.2. The input into the system are
raw data stemming from various detection devices, discussed in Sect. 1.1.2.
These are stored in a suitable database and processed using simulations. The
output of the process are dynamic data about the current traffic state, e.g.,
link travel times or velocities, sometimes even predictive data are available.

Since the road user is only interested in a special part of the information,
dynamic route guidance systems are used, which calculate the best route
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Inductive Loops

Video Camera

Radio Broadcast

Internet

Control Centers

Probe Vehicles

Information System
Advanced Traffic

Route Guidance Traffic Forecast

Data Collection

1. Real−Time
2. Historical

Database:

Information Provider

Traffic
Simulation Management

Road Work

Figure 1.2: Concept of an Advanced Traffic Information System. Data are
collected by various devices. The information is collected in a database. The
historical as well as the current data serve as input into traffic simulations
and road work management. The conceivable output is route guidance advice
and a traffic forecast. This information can be accessed by different systems
via an information provider.
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with regard to different criteria, like travel time, distance, signals, comfort,
or even scenic quality [32, 147, 159]. An ATIS based on an on-line simulation
is presented in Chapter 5.

1.3.1 Possible Influences on Travel Behaviour

Information systems are only effective if they are able to convince the road
user to change his behaviour. In principle, there are four different options:

Spatial

Nowadays, the strategy of most information systems is to change the spatial
distribution of traffic patterns, i.e., to provide route guidance. The idea is to
optimise the usage of the infrastructure by shifting traffic from saturated to
emptier areas.

Temporal

Giving alternative routes is easier than recommending another departure
time since for such recommendations a (short-term) traffic forecast or rather
anticipatory route guidance is necessary (see [35, 36] and Sect. 5.4). In
a survey based on an information system in Paris, individuals were asked
about their willingness to change the behaviour after receiving information.
1% was willing to cancel the trip, 2 % changed to another mode, 16 % to
another route and 23 % to another departure time [61]. Obviously, shifting
the departure time especially during rush-hours may help to defuse these
temporarily [147].

Modal Split

The main objective of most political programs today is to change the modal
split, i.e., to distribute traffic among all means of transportation. However,
one basic condition for a modal change is reliable information about timeta-
bles and delays which would make public transportation more attractive [75].

Cancel Trip

Due to initiatives like tele-commuting programs and e-commerce, drivers
perhaps abandon their daily trips. However, most of the road users have
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certain habits, and there has to be an incentive to change behaviour, like
a shorter travel time or a more comfortable trip. Therefore, it is unlikely
that somebody abandons travel plans because they are connected with some
utility (use or pleasure), e.g., enjoying the spare time.

1.3.2 Potential Benefits

In the previous sections, ITS and especially ATIS are discussed. Obviously,
they have the potential to change the nature of public transport as well as
private car travelling in a yet unknown way. Although the systems have
reached a high technological level, their impact on the traffic patterns is not
yet known.

Today, it is widely accepted that information systems offer enormous
potential for reducing delays and wasted mileage. The underlying assumption
behind this belief is that in the current situation drivers do not have enough
reliable information and thus ignore the actual situation in the network. One
could say:

The traffic problem is based on a lack of reliable information.

There are many studies that report a positive impact of ITS, e.g., a reduction
of the overall travel time (for an overview see [32]). In [9] the experience of
a road work in Berlin is reported. Publishing the impairments due to the
planned construction in a newspaper, helped to alleviate the negative effects.

In general, two different situations can be distinguished: recurrent and
non-recurrent congestions [62, 63]. The former can be induced by persistent
bottlenecks, e.g., permanent lacks of capacities during rush-hours, whereas
the latter are mostly due to unforeseen events, like accidents.

ITS offers a short-term benefit for non-recurrent congestion, since the
drivers are informed about day specific events. Recurrent obstructions are
different, since there is a learning process beyond these. The road users de-
velop certain strategies to cope with such perturbations. In this case, ITS
offer a long-term benefit by changing the behaviour of, e.g., commuters or
commercial vehicles. Additionally, the systems are favourable for drivers
which are not familiar with the network, since they need and accept infor-
mation to a much higher degree than road users who are familiar with the
road network [111].
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1.3.3 Potential Drawbacks

The most important issue is of course the quality, reliability and availability
of the traffic information. If the quality is not guaranteed or the informa-
tion is not reliable nobody will follow route recommendations. Additionally,
information has the potential to disturb or even destroy traffic patterns due
to the following behavioural phenomena [25]:

Over-Saturation

ITS can offer a huge amount of information to the user. But if people are
confronted with too much information, they are over-saturated and ignore
it [74]. Instead of following the advice, they develop simple heuristics to solve
the problem. Therefore, especially ATIS should offer personalised informa-
tion [1, 147].

Over-Reaction

A more fundamental problem is the over-reaction, which occurs if too many
drivers respond to the information. Suddenly, a congestion may be trans-
ferred from the original area to the alternative routes. People start to antic-
ipate the behaviour of the other drivers’. This anticipation gets even worse
if predictive information is given. It might cause oscillations of traffic flow
among the alternatives, since fast routes attract traffic and, in the process,
are made slower, whereas the slower routes become faster [25, 84] (see also
Chapter 4). Therefore, it is inevitable to incorporate the behaviour of the
drivers in a forecast [35, 36, 160, 162].

Concentration

A set of drivers who go from one origin to one destination tend to use differ-
ent routes, since they have different preferences or perceive the situation in
different ways. This leads to a natural distribution among the routes.

Nevertheless, ATIS can reduce these variations if all the drivers use the
objective information transmitted. As a result a greater number of them may
select the best alternative and consequently drivers with similar preferences
will choose the same route, leading to congestion on this [5, 161].

Although the effect of over-reaction and concentration are similar, the
nature of both phenomena is different [25]. Concentration is intrinsic to
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many information systems, whereas over-reaction is a consequence of the
fact that divers cannot forecast the behaviour of the others. Thus, there is a
lack of coordination (see Sect. 3.6 and Chapter 4).

1.4 Discussion

In this chapter Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) have been intro-
duced. The objectives of these systems are to improve travel efficiency, en-
hance the safety, provide economic benefits, conserve energy and protect the
environment. In the six interlocking technology areas, there is a need for in-
put data, provided by different detection devices, and advanced technologies,
like GPS and the Internet.

In this paperwork, the focus is on Advanced Travel Management Systems
(ATMS) and Advanced Traveller Information Systems (ATIS). The former
monitor and control traffic flow using, e.g., ramp meters or VMS. The aim
of ATIS is to provide real-time information to the road user. The idea is
to influence his behaviour in four different ways. Thus helping the driver to
navigate through the network easier.

Therefore, ATIS are thought to have an advantage for the road user.
Nevertheless, the information provided can lead to over-saturation, over-
reaction and concentration, which affect the traffic patterns in a negative
way. In order to convince the driver, the quality, accessibility and reliability
of the information is crucial.

Besides, there are some policy issues, which need to be discussed, e.g.,
the number of drivers to inform, as well as what kind of information should
be presented [25]. Other approaches try to regulate traffic by road pricing
[56].

Nevertheless, while a lot of efforts have been directed toward technological
aspects, little theoretical work has been done to investigate the impact of
information in traffic systems. Therefore, in this thesis special attention is
paid to the effect of concentration and over-reaction.



Chapter 2

Agents in the Traffic Domain

In general, traffic systems, like urban traffic or pedestrian crowds, consist
of many autonomous, intelligent entities, which are distributed over a large
area and interact with each other to achieve certain goals. However, these
entities may represent completely different things, like traffic lights, trucks
or even road users. For instance in an urban traffic scenario, traffic lights
and control centres can negotiate the best signal plan for a road network.

A powerful method to describe such systems are multi-agent models, since
they offer a simple, intuitive way to describe every autonomous entity on the
individual level. This chapter aims at giving insight into the concept of
agents. The basic notions are introduced and discussed. Additionally, differ-
ent applications of multi-agent systems to the traffic domain are presented.
For instance the distributed problem solving in traditional scheduling prob-
lems in air, railroad and road traffic, or autonomous systems to monitor and
control urban traffic control are discussed. Special attention is paid to traffic
flow models which describe drivers´ behaviour not only on a reactive but also
on a cognitive level.

2.1 Basic Concepts

The expression “agent” originates from the Latin word “agere”, or “to do”.
Hence, one may see an agent as anything that acts. In recent years, the
concept of an agent has become popular in many research areas, like com-
puter science [169], sociology [101], economics [113] or even physics [117].
Depending on the application area the term agent can have many different
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meanings. For instance in economics, an agent is a person which acts on
behalf of another person.

In the following sections, the basic concepts established in the field of arti-
ficial intelligence are discussed. In order to identify natural agent systems, it
is important to ask: what are the basic properties of an agent? Additionally,
agents exist in a certain environment, which also has some basic properties.
For the implementation the concrete type of agent and its architecture are
important. Going from a single agent to a multi-agent system, communica-
tion or cooperation between the different entities becomes important.

2.1.1 What is an Agent?

Giving a precise answer to this question is far beyond the scope of this
paperwork. No general definition of an agent exists. An agent can represent
an autonomous entity which is situated in an environment and interacts with
it and the other agents to achieve specific goals (for an overview see [120,
141, 169]). These entities can be very different depending on the scenarios
described, e.g., actors in a simulation of societies in contrast to so-called
software agents, i.e., systems which are placed in an software environment,
like the Internet.

Since there is no general definition it can be very helpful to describe the
most important properties of an agent [101, 169]. An agent is:

• Situated.
Every agent is situated in an environment. It perceives information via
sensors and acts on the environment via effectors [141]. The definition
of the environment depends on the application (see next section).

• Reactive.
Changes in the environment are recognised by the agent and the be-
haviour is modified in time. Therefore, its behaviour is flexible, i.e.,
the actions are not predefined but depending on the situation.

• Autonomous.
This means that the agent is self-determining and decides about his
actions only with regard to its perceptions and the internal knowledge.

• Social.
The agent interacts and communicates with other agents. The social
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contact is essential in order to coordinate behaviour, achieve common
plans or solve problems cooperatively.

• Rational.
Every agent is committed to its goals. This is very important since the
behaviour should be more than pure reaction to the environment. The
agent should even be able to show an initiative because of an internal
motivation.

2.1.2 Environment

As discussed in the previous section, every agent is situated in an environ-
ment, which also has some basic properties: accessible, determined, relevance
of history, dynamic and discrete. In the following, we discuss these different
aspects since they are crucial for the design of a multi-agent system [141].
The environment should be:

• Accessible.
What information about the environment is accessible to the agent?
Such a question is strongly related to the knowledge the agent may
have.

• Determined.
To what extent is the next state of the environment determined by
the actions of the agent? This question is important because the
agent needs to know about its impact on the environment.

• Relevance of History.
Does the future state of the environment depend on the history of
the system? The relevance of history determines the importance of a
memory for an agent.

• Dynamic.
Are there changes in the environment while the agent is selecting an
action? If this is the case there is the requirement to operate in real-
time, which has an impact on the design of the system.

• Discrete.
Are perceptions within a range of discrete values or are there actions
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which require a continuous set of parameters? In many applications
space and time are discrete, e.g., a grid of cells or time steps [102, 126].

2.1.3 Types of Agents

In the previous sections, the important ingredients for the design of an
agent have been discussed. For the implementation an agent architecture
is necessary. However, in the literature types of agents and architectures are
classified in many ways and the reader is referred to, e.g., [120].

Basically, two basic kinds of agents can be identified: reactive and cogni-
tive agents. A reactive agent only maps possible perceptions to the available
reactions, e.g., stimulus-response systems. Such simple behaviour is often
used in car-following models (see [37] and references therein). The cognitive
or deliberate agent is endowed with reasoning capabilities.

In order to model complex behaviour, it is helpful to distinguish different
types of behaviour. In the context of cognitive engineering, the following
three hierarchical classes are proposed [136]:

• Skill-Based.
This behaviour refers to fully automated activities (perception – exe-
cution), typically used in routine situations.

• Rule-Based.
Rule-based behaviour corresponds to stereotyped actions (perception –
situation recognition – planning – execution).

• Knowledge-Based.
This behaviour is the most complex. It describes conscious activities,
involving problem solving and decision making (perception – situation
recognition – decision making – planning – execution).

In this scheme, reactive agents show skill- or even rule-based behaviour. A
prominent example for deliberate architectures is BDI: belief, desire, inten-
tion (see [135] and references therein). In the BDI theory, an agent has three
internal parameters: beliefs, desires and intentions. The beliefs contain the
current knowledge about the environment and the impact of its actions. This
can be information gathered by previous experience. The desires describe all
goals of an agent, whereas the intentions are generated from reasoning about
the current beliefs and goals. They determine the best possible action in the
current situation.
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2.1.4 Multi-Agent Systems

A system of interacting agents is called a multi-agent system. In such systems
additional properties can be identified which go beyond the properties of
a single agent. These characteristics can help to identify “natural” agent-
systems. The following general properties are defined in [89]:

• Every agent has only a limited view of the whole system, i.e., it has
incomplete information or capabilities to solve problems.

• Therefore, the data is kept local, i.e., the internal status of the agent is
not known to all other agents.

• In the ideal case the agents act in an asynchronous manner, i.e., an
update may be in parallel.

• There is no central control system, which governs all agents. This is
also only true in an ideal case.

The last property holds only for a few systems, like drivers in a road net-
work. Especially, in systems with distributed problem solvers, it may be
necessary to have a central control, which resolves conflicts between agents
with different goals.

One important issue in multi-agent systems is the communication and
the cooperation between the different agents, since these interactions form
the basis for coherent behaviour. There are already a lot of concepts and
standards for communication and cooperation in multi-agent systems, which
are very promising and can also be applied to the transportation domain
[76, 132].

2.1.5 Cooperation and Coordination

In a society of loosely-coupled agents, where each has limited knowledge
and expertise, cooperation and coordination are necessary to achieve a com-
mon goal which is beyond the individual capabilities. Note that cooperation
means sharing a common goal, whereas coordination is the process of taking
the plans of others into account. There are many different mechanisms for
the coordination among agents, e.g., contract-net protocol or negotiation.
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Contract-Net Protocol

The contract-net protocol is one of the earliest proposals for a protocol of
coordination. The main objective is to provide a framework to allocate tasks
among a network of nodes or agents. The process is initiated by a manager
node sending information to contractor nodes in form of announcements. The
contractor nodes which are idle react to the announcement by evaluating it
with regard to their own interest, expertise, and availability of resources.
If the announcement is regarded as interesting a bid message is sent back
in order to place a contract. The manager evaluates all bids received and
awards the task to the most suitable node. This protocol is ideal for logistics
chains, e.g., in [154] an application has been investigated, where the network
should track vehicles over a large geographical area. Note that the protocol
guarantees a solution but not an optimal one.

Peer-To-Peer Negotiation

In contrast to the contract-net protocol, peer-to-peer negotiation denotes a
two-way communication in which the interested parties exchange informa-
tion and come to an agreement. The process involves two main steps: i)
identification of the potential communication partner and ii) modification of
the intentions of these agents to avoid harmful interactions or initiate co-
operation. The majority of these interactions are due to the appearance of
conflicts. In [165] a strategy for settling conflicts among a group of agents in
the domain of air traffic control is developed. In the following, applications
of the basic concepts to the traffic domain are described.

2.2 Applications

2.2.1 Scheduling Problems

The traffic domain is full of complex systems, where the solution process can
be based on agents since the objects can be naturally identified as agents,
e.g., air traffic control, transportation planning and scheduling or road traffic
control [121]. In many of these applications the question arises, how different
autonomous entities can work together effectively to achieve a common goal.
This question is typical in the field of distributed problem solving (DPS).
The main objective is to find a decomposition of a complex problem and an
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allocation of tasks among a group of problem-solvers in a way in which they
do better as a group than on their own.

Air Traffic Control

On the one hand, the major aim in air traffic control is to guarantee and
even improve the safety of the whole system. On the other hand, intelligent
aircraft/airspace systems (IAAS) try to ensure that the demand for air traffic
is met, with fewer restrictions, fewer delays. In a simple approach, two kinds
of agents are identified: aircraft and management agents [165]. The man-
agement system monitors and controls traffic flow. Each aircraft agent also
observes the situation and constructs a plan to reach the destination as fast as
possible under the constraint to keep an appropriate distance from the other
planes. The conflicts that occur if two agents come too close, are resolved by
negotiation, i.e., peer-to-peer communication (see Sect. 2.1.5).

Transport Planning

Because of their inherent distributed nature, the dynamics and uncertainty
in the setting, transport planning and control are highly promising areas for
multi-agent technologies. In general, incoming transportation orders have to
be distributed among different transport vehicles, means of transportation,
or routes. Sometimes even the orders have to be reorganised, i.e., to be split
and put together in a new manageable way. Thus, vehicles, transport modes
or routes are natural candidates for agents [41].

In order to tackle this problem, the MARS system is proposed: a multi-
agent system where the transport companies are identified as cooperating
agents which have only limited, local resources [71]. Their task is to divide
the orders in sub-tasks and to distribute them among themselves. This is
done using local heuristics and contract-net protocols (see Sect. 2.1.5).

A system which even allows for an on-line dispatching, i.e., re-planning
at run-time is TELETRUCK [41]. This approach uses so-called holonic
agents. A holonic agent is a team of agents that commit themselves to
cooperate, i.e., work toward a common goal. Additionally, they appear like
an individual, coherent agent to the rest of the system. This structure allows
for a more flexible resource management in the planning process. The multi-
agent system approach goes beyond the classical operations research (OR)
algorithms, since these have to be restarted if the plan is modified or adapted.
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The planning process is implemented with an incremental anytime algo-
rithm, i.e., an algorithm that starts with a sub-optimal solution and is capable
of optimising the solution as well as integrating new tasks in the on-going
planning and execution process. A first solution is found via executing a
contract-net protocol for forming the holonic agents and assigning the tasks.
Since there is no guarantee for an optimal solution, special attention is paid
to the optimisation using the so-called simulated trading approach [31, 110].
The idea of this approach is to plan by negotiating about exchange of tasks
or parts of holonic agents.

Railroad Traffic

For the solution and optimisation of the corresponding problem in railroad
traffic Lind and Fischer propose a multi-agent system [31, 110], which com-
prises small modules, like the Cargo-Sprinter. In their approach, the modules
are identified as agents. They show that an organisation of trains in small
modules is very efficient. The algorithms are similar to the TELETRUCK
approach, i.e., they also use an incremental anytime algorithm and simulated
trading for on-line scheduling. The presented results are quite promising.

Multi-Modal Solutions

Nevertheless, in the future multi-modal transport planning systems have to
be developed. Besides suitable theoretical concepts, the main drawback is
the availability of data from the different modes of transportation.

2.2.2 Urban Traffic Control

In Chapter 1 Intelligent Transportation System are discussed. Some of them
follow the strategy to control traffic flow by means of signals, ramp metering
[133] or Variable Message Signs (VMS) [70, 166]. The main objectives of
these systems are to maximise the overall capacity of the network and to
minimise travel times and energy consumption.

Traffic Signal Coordination

Especially, in urban areas where the road network is dense the dynamics are
basically governed by the traffic lights. However, it has been found that in
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urban traffic the patterns, e.g., rush-hours, are quite recurrent [52]. There-
fore, a lot of traffic signal control methods are based on feedback algorithms
using historical traffic demand data [27]. But the effectiveness of traffic con-
trol system depends on its ability to react upon changes very fast. Therefore,
a system should work in real-time, and should be autonomous, self-adaptive
and pro-active [138, 139]. Additionally, there is an inherent distribution of
functionality over the components. Thus, multi-agent systems become at-
tractive to model such scenarios.

However, the basic question is how control is distributed over the agents
and how they communicate among themselves [17]. The first issue raises the
question: are the elements autonomous or is there a certain hierarchy? The
second issue is connected to this question, because the more autonomous
the entities are the more communication is necessary. The optimisation of
a single intersection for instance does not necessarily imply that this local
solution is the system optimum. Therefore, coordination is a crucial point
(see Sect. 2.1.5). In the following, different applications are presented to
tackle this problem.

In [18, 19, 20] a progressive signal system for urban areas is developed.
Two setups are studied: in the first the lanes are identified as agents which
compete for the green time. In the second approach, systems with agents
as intersections are studied. In both approaches special attention is paid
to the coordination mechanism of the agents. This is done using two-way
negotiation about the best signal plan. In order to reduce the communication,
an evolutionary game-theoretical approach with learning is applied.

Another approach is a framework for an Integrated Dynamic Traffic Man-
agement and Information (IDTMT) [138, 139]. The system comprises two
kinds of agents, namely: Road Segment Agents (RSA) and Intelligent Traf-
fic Signalling Agents (ITSA), which are associated with an intersection. The
former monitor the traffic on a link and provide this information to the latter.
The ITSA receive the information and make decisions on how to control their
intersections based on their goals. Conflicts with the adjacent intersections
are resolved by authority agents. The agents are hierarchically organised and
the goal of the authority agent is the optimal global control strategy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Centralised (a) and decentralised coordination (b) in the TRYS-
system (pictures from [132]). In the centralised approach a coordinator is
necessary which integrates local control proposals into a coherent global plan
for the whole system. In the decentralised approach peer-to-peer communi-
cation is used.

2.2.3 Road Traffic Management

The TRYS and TRYSA2 Model

In the previous section, agent-based systems for traffic signal control are
described. A system family which goes far beyond these are the TRYS
(Tráfico, Razonamiento y Simulación) traffic control systems, since they offer
a knowledge-based decision support tool for traffic management in urban and
inter-urban areas [54, 119, 132]. The idea of the knowledge-based architec-
ture is to have declarative components describing the static knowledge about
a problem domain, i.e., rules derived from heuristics and traffic engineers’
expertise. Together with the inference procedures modelling the reason-
ing processes it is possible to solve problems using these domain declarative
knowledge components.

Every TRYS system comprises agents, which receive data and monitor
distinct problem areas (see Fig. 2.1). The goal of an agent is to provide
two types of information: a diagnosis of the traffic problems present in the
area, together with an explanation justifying the given diagnosis and pro-
posed control actions to improve traffic conditions. The proposed actions are
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derived by reasoning mechanisms. However, the key question is again the
organisation of the society of agents.

In the first TRYS-system a centralised approach is chosen (see Fig. 2.1a).
Thus, there is a special coordinator agent, which endows knowledge on how
to integrate local control proposals into a coherent global plan for the whole
system [54]. However, the coordinator agent requires a lot of communication
and the system is not easily scalable. Therefore, the TRYSA2 has been devel-
oped where the agents cooperate in a decentralised manner (see Fig. 2.1b).
The coordination is done based on structural cooperation (for details see
[132]).

The TRYS systems offer a good opportunity to demonstrate the effective-
ness of multi-agent systems as well as their potential applications. Together
with the Municipal Authorities, the systems have been applied to the cities
of Barcelona, Madrid and Seville.

2.3 Driver Models

Up to now, we have seen that multi-agent systems are ideal in scenarios with
an inherent distribution of functionality, especially when the cooperation
between different entities is necessary to achieve a certain common goal, like
in traffic control.

However, traffic can be viewed as a non-cooperative game between the
traffic authorities and the road users [48]. The former want to control traffic
and achieve a system optimum (SO), i.e., a more efficient use of the capacities.
The latter aim at optimising their personal travel time, i.e., user equilibrium
(UE) [167]. In order to describe these games, the components of the traffic
control systems as well as the road users should be modelled as agents.

A fundamental problem is the different nature of the involved entities.
The technical components are based on algorithms, like rule-based systems or
fuzzy controllers, which can be implemented as agents very easily. But road
users represent human beings and modelling human behaviour is very de-
manding. In the following subsections, different multi-agent systems, which
describe the various aspects of road users´ behaviour, will be presented. The
starting point for this discussion is the fundamental question, whether road
users can be interpreted as agents.
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2.3.1 Is a Road User an Agent?

Intuitively, it is obvious that every driver1 can be represented by an agent.
In Sect. 2.1 we have pointed out that the basic attributes of an agent are:
autonomous, situated, reactive, social, and rational.

The concept of an agent is well suited for the description of road users in
traffic scenarios, because the drivers are autonomous entities which are situ-
ated in an environment, adapt their behaviour to the dynamics they perceive
(reactive), interact with other agents (social) in order to achieve a specific
goal (rational). The road user permanently perceives information via sensors,
then analyses it, makes a decision and acts on the environment via effector.
However, this insight is not completely new, but it offers an alternative in-
terpretation of classical traffic flow models as well as a development of more
general and effective frameworks to model driver´s behaviour on a cognitive
level.

2.3.2 Classical Traffic Flow Models

In general, classical traffic flow models describe the act of driving on a road,
i.e., the perception and reaction of a driver on a short time-scale. This be-
haviour is skill- or rule-based (see Sect. 2.1.3). Basically, there are two differ-
ent approaches to model traffic, namely the macroscopic and the microscopic
(for an overview see [50]). In the former a “coarse-grained” fluid-dynamical
description is used. Traffic is viewed as a fluid formed by the vehicles. How-
ever, these vehicles do not appear explicitly in the theory and it is not possible
to individualise behaviour.

In contrast to that, microscopic models of vehicular traffic focus on indi-
vidual vehicles. They are the basic entities and their behaviour is described
using several different types of mathematical formulations. Car-Following
models for instance describe the motion of the vehicle, based on the basic
principles of classical Newtonian dynamics (for an overview see [37]). In
particle-hopping models the environment is subdivided in cells, i.e., discrete.
This is done using the language of cellular automata (CA).

Nevertheless, any microscopic traffic flow model can be interpreted as a

1Note that throughout this work, the terms vehicle or driver are used to describe the
driver-vehicle object (DVO). However, a distinction is only made in “sub-microscopic”
models, where the behaviour of driver within the car is described explicitly, e.g., PELOPS
[164].
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Figure 2.2: Part of a one-lane and two-lane road in a cellular automaton
model. Each lane is subdivided into cells of a length of 7.5 m. Every vehicle
has a certain speed v. For a safe lane change two additional gaps gaps, gapp

have to be taken into account.

multi-agent system comprised of reactive or sub-cognitive agents [23, 42, 83].
In order to prove this statement, we discuss an example in greater detail: the
standard cellular automaton proposed by Nagel and Schreckenberg in 1992
[126].

Cellular Automaton Approach

Traffic flow models should describe relevant aspects of the flow dynamics as
simple as possible. In this spirit, the Nagel-Schreckenberg cellular automaton
model [126] has been introduced. It represents a minimal model in the sense
that it is capable to reproduce basic features of real traffic, like phantom
jams but any further simplification leads to the loss of this property. So far
it has been studied in great detail (for an overview see [50] and references
therein).

In the following, the definition of the model for single lane traffic is briefly
reviewed. The road is subdivided in cells with a length of ∆x = ρ−1

jam = 7.5
m/veh, with ρjam ≈ 133 veh/km the density of jammed cars (see Fig. 2.2).
Each cell is either empty or occupied by only one vehicle with an integer
speed vi ∈ {0, . . . , vmax}, with vmax the maximum speed. The motion of the
vehicles is described by the following rules (parallel dynamics):
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R1 Acceleration: v′i ← min(vi + 1, vmax),

R2 Deceleration to avoid accidents: v′′i ← min(v′i, gapi),

R3 Randomising: with a certain probability pdec

do v′′′i ← max(v′′i − 1, 0),

R4 Movement: xi ← xi + v′′′i .

The variable gapi denotes the number of empty cells in front of the vehicle
at cell i. A time-step corresponds to ∆t ≈ 1 sec, the typical reaction time of
a driver.

Every driver described by the Nagel-Schreckenberg model is a reactive
agent. He is autonomous, situated in a discrete environment (see Fig. 2.2),
and has internal characteristics: its maximum speed vmax, and the decelera-
tion probability pdec. During the process of driving, he perceives information,
the distance to the predecessor gap and his own current speed v (Fig. 2.3).
This information is processed using the four rules (R1-R4).

The first rule describes one goal of the agent, the driver wants to move at
maximum speed vmax. The other goal is to drive safe, i.e., not to collide with
its predecessor (R2). In this rule the road user assumes that its predecessor
can brake to zero speed. However, this is a very crude approximation of the
perception of an agent.

The first two rules describe deterministic behaviour, i.e., the stationary
state of the system is determined by the initial conditions. But drivers do
not react in this optimal way: they vary their driving behaviour without any
obvious reasons. This uncertainty in the behaviour is reflected by the braking
noise pdec (R3). It mimics the complex interactions with the other agents,
i.e., the overreaction in braking and the delayed reaction during acceleration.
Finally, the last rule is carried out, the agent acts on the environment and
moves according to his current speed.

The discussion makes clear that the cellular automaton approach is a sub-
cognitive or reactive agent (see Fig. 2.3). In general, every cellular automa-
ton can be interpreted as a reactive agent. The crucial point is to leave the
cell-oriented view of the CA and to identify the objects in the cells as individ-
uals. In order to prove the validity of the concept, the Nagel-Schreckenberg
model was re-implemented using the multi-agent environment SeSAm (Shell
for Simulated Multi-Agent Systems, [100, 101]). This was done in close col-
laboration with F. Klügl from the group of applied artificial intelligence of
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of the agent in the cellular automaton model. It is situated
in an environment, perceives information, i.e., the gap and its own speed,
through a sensor, processes this information in a reactive way and acts on
the environment using the effector.

the University of Würzburg2. The results are equivalent within the range of
the error (for details see Chap. 8 of [100]).

Limitations

The behaviour described by the Nagel-Schreckenberg model is rather simple:
the agent reacts to the situation in a simple stimulus-response pattern. On
the one hand, the aim of the cellular automaton approach is to provide a
very simple model capable of high-speed simulations. On the other hand,
one should be clear about the limitations of the approach:

• the drivers do not have a memory, and can only plan ahead the next sec-
ond. Thus, they are not able to learn from past experience – all knowl-
edge they possess is procedural. However, for describing the movement
this is sufficient.

• the driver has only limited contact to the surrounding road users. The

2See: http://ki.informatik.uni-wuerzburg.de/.
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vehicles are linked to their immediate leader and follower, i.e., there
is only nearest-neighbour interaction. However, this is a more serious
problem, since it seems that for the evolution of dynamic phases, like
synchronised traffic flow and stop-and-go traffic, long-range interac-
tions are crucial [95, 96, 97, 130]. Therefore, models where the driver
anticipates the speed of the predecessor are introduced [103, 104, 129].

Lane-Change and Network Traffic

In order to describe more complex rule-based behaviour, like multi-lane traf-
fic, merging regions, and traffic lights, the set of fundamental rules has to
be expanded [66, 127]. For instance, a lane change has to be carried out
with regard to safety aspects and legal constraints, which vary between dif-
ferent countries. A schematic lane change is shown in Fig. 2.2. First, an
agent checks if it is hindered by the predecessor on its own lane. This is
fulfilled if gap < v. Then it has to take the gap to the successor gaps and to
the predecessor gapp on the alternative lane into account. If the gaps allow
a safe change the vehicle moves to the other lane. A systematic approach for
two-lane rules can be found in [127].

2.3.3 Requirements in Knowledge-Based Applications

Classical microscopic traffic flow models describe fully automated activities,
i.e., skill- and rule-based behaviour. They are used for modelling and simu-
lating vehicular motion in road networks, e.g., on-line simulations [66, 148].
For more complex applications, it is inevitable to model the knowledge-based
behaviour of the road users in addition. One example are frameworks for
transportation planning [40] and traffic assignment [140]. Another example
are applications which estimate the impact of ITS [161].

Transportation Planning and Traffic Assignment

Transportation planning deals with the long-term evolution of transportation
systems, e.g., in metropolitan areas (TRANSIMS [124]). A typical question
is: will a freeway construction indeed alleviate congestion, or will it reorganise
the places where people live, work, and shop and deteriorate the situation
by transferring congestion to other parts of the network?
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Basically, these frameworks comprise a demand and a supply model. In
the demand model, drivers are represented individually. For each individual,
the daily departure time and route choices are generated on the basis of past
travel cost experiences, the knowledge of the perceived network conditions,
and activity plans (see below).

The demand generation describes the “plan making” of the individuals.
For executing these plans the supply model is necessary, which is responsi-
ble to move the vehicles through the network on the basis of a traffic flow
model with regard to the routes determined in the demand model. The re-
sulting network conditions and costs experienced by drivers are feeded back
into the demand. One iterates between demand and supply until a steady
state is reached [124]. Nevertheless, there is no a priori reason why there
should be a steady state. Note that steady state refers to the comparison
from one iteration to the next, not a steady state across the time of the day.

Drivers in ITS Environment

ITS provide current or even predictive information about traffic states to the
road user. A key question in this work is:

What is the impact of ITS on the traffic patterns?

It is crucial to answer this question since it is on the one hand believed
that ITS systems will have the potential to alleviate traffic congestion and
enhance the performance of the road network [1]. On the other hand, the
behaviour of the road users in the presence of information is hardly known
(see Sect. 1.3.3).

The intelligent devices will provide a lot of information about link travel
times, densities, or route guidance to the road user. Thus, the drivers have to
collect even more information and evaluate this with a higher frequency. This
clearly indicates that, e.g., travellers’ route choice behaviour has to be taken
into account for the development and effectiveness ITS. Special attention to
this problem is paid in this work (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 4).

2.3.4 Cognitive Driver Models

In the previous section, it was pointed out that in complex applications there
is a need to model knowledge-based behaviour, like decision-making and
information assimilation. In the following, different examples for multi-agent
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systems, which are capable to describe flexible knowledge-based actions, are
presented.

Agent-Based Models with Activity Plans

The first step in traffic planning is generation of the demand. In [40] an
agent-based approach to solve this problem motivated by social science is
proposed. Every agent has certain activities, like going to work, shopping,
which induce a certain demand. The scheduling of the activities is carried
out with regard to the evaluation of the utility. Every agent gets to know
the environment and thus has, e.g., a subjective representation of the road
network, which is constantly evolving in response to trips made. A similar
approach is presented in [140]. The basic framework is the assignment tool
DRACULA (Dynamic Route Assignment Combining User Learning and mi-
crosimulAtion). This tool focuses on the influence of ITS on the assignment
process.

A Modular Driver Model

A conceptual framework for modelling drivers’ behaviour is presented in [42].
Every agent is characterised by its goals, resources, and behaviour. The goals
and resources are internal parameters and the behaviour is modelled using
an architecture, which comprises five modules: effectors, sensors, communi-
cation, intention and cognition.

The effectors, sensors and communication modules make contact with
the outside world. The communication is two-way and can for instance be
a connection to service providers [43]. The intention module represents the
agent´s long-term goals, and the cognition is the “heart” of the agent. It
comprises knowledge, a problem-solver and a cooperation component. The
problem-solver evaluates the sensor data and selects among the possible ac-
tions with respect to the intention. The cooperation component checks the
received messages and prepares those to be sent. In [42] only a classical car-
following model is implemented in this architecture. But, the architecture
allows for implementing complex applications with communication.
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2.4 Two-Layer Architecture

In this paperwork, a two-layer architecture is proposed to describe the road
user [23, 160]. The basic idea of the approach is to distinguish the activities
associated with the task of driving by different time-scales and complexity
(see Fig. 2.4). On a time-scale of one second, a driver reacts to the traffic sit-
uation, i.e., he accelerates, brakes, or changes the lane. On a longer scale, he
collects information, e.g., traffic messages or route recommendations, which
influences his travel behaviour.

Therefore, two layers are introduced, which handle the different tasks of
the driver: the tactical and strategic layer. The former describes the task of
driving, i.e., skill- and rule-based behaviour. The more sophisticated prob-
lems, like route choice behaviour and navigation are described by the latter.
In the following the two layers are discussed in more detail. Additionally,
different applications are given and the flexibility of the approach is demon-
strated by transferring it into the field of crowd motion.

Effector

Traffic Information

Task of Driving

Tactical Layer:

Sensor

Agent:

Environment:

and Decision−Making

Information Assimilation

Strategic Layer:

Figure 2.4: Sketch of the two-layer architecture. The agent receives informa-
tion and processes it in the tactical or the strategic layer depending on its
complexity.
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2.4.1 Tactical Layer

The tactical layer (see Fig. 2.4) describes the perception and reaction of the
driver-vehicle entity on a short time-scale of about one second, the typical
reaction time. The perceptions are received by the sensors. Based on them
skill- and rule-based behaviour is shown, i.e., there are no cognitive elements.
The whole structure is reactive or subcognitive. Especially, the following
aspects of the driving behaviour are modelled:

• accelerating and braking,

• anticipation,

• lane-changing processes,

• and merging behaviour.

In Sect. 2.3.2 it was pointed out that every microscopic traffic flow model can
be interpreted as a system of reactive agents. Therefore, the behaviour of
this layer is modelled by a flow model. Throughout this thesis, the basic
model used is the cellular automaton approach by Nagel and Schreckenberg
[126].

2.4.2 Strategic Layer

The strategic layer extends the tactical one and is responsible for the in-
formation assimilation and decision-making of a driver (Fig. 2.4). In the
applications described here, this layer is responsible for the following be-
haviour:

• Information assimilation.
Before and during a trip, a road user collects information in many way,
for instance by radio broadcast or VMS. This information is processed,
analysed, and is stored in the memory of the agent.

• Representation of the Road Network.
Every road user owns a mental map about the environment or road
network. This mental map alters permanently and is the basis for his
route choice behaviour.
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• Reaction to Traffic Messages and Recommendations.
Every driver responds to traffic messages in an individual way. His
reaction depends on his mental map and the stored information, but
also on his personal experience with the information, e.g., whether it
is reliable or not.

However, in most models perfect rationality and utility maximisation
is assumed. In real-world scenarios there is rarely an optimal solution to
the route choice problem available, since the process is highly dynamic and
depends on the behaviour of the others (see Chapter 4).

In this paperwork, we try to use several techniques to describe the strate-
gic layer [21, 23, 161]. In general, the decision-making process in human
beings is based not only on logical elements, but also involves some emo-
tional components that are typically not considered. As a result, behaviour
can also be described by, e.g., the BDI-formalism (see Sect. 2.1.3). Based
on the categories of beliefs, desires or intentions, knowledge-based behaviour
can be formulated. A first implementation of a BDI-formalism in the context
of traffic assignment is proposed in [140].

Since the description of this layer is very demanding, a lot of research
work has to be done in the future. In the following section the need for this
layer in the context of traffic forecast is discussed.

2.4.3 Case Study 1: Anticipatory Traffic Forecast

The prediction of traffic conditions is an integral component of many Ad-
vanced Traveller Information Systems (Sect. 1.3). In general, real-time mea-
surements are combined with other data, like historical time series, to gen-
erate short-term forecast (see [11, 38, 45, 52, 57, 59, 99, 98, 107, 151, 168] a
more detailed description of the different methods of traffic forecast are given
in Chapter 5).

However, the predictions are the basis of recommendations given to the
road user by means of communication such as Variable Message Signs or
radio broadcasts. Each of these systems is confronted with a fundamental
problem:

The messages are based on future predictions which themselves are affected
by drivers’ reactions to the messages they receive.

This leads to an undesirable feedback loop, as depicted in Fig. 2.5. Therefore,
it is necessary to provide an anticipatory traffic forecast [35, 160], which
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includes the reasoning and reaction of the drivers. This reasoning is modelled
in the strategic layer.

Traffic State

ATIS

Traffic Forecast

?

Driver

Information
Simulation

Traffic Message

Figure 2.5: Impact of dynamic traffic messages: According to the current
traffic state messages are generated using methods of traffic forecast. These
messages are transmitted to the driver using ATIS. The road user processes
the information and changes his plans with regard to the input. The feedback
to the current traffic state needs to be evaluated using another simulation.
A key question is: What is the impact of a traffic message?

In order to illustrate the feedback loop in more detail a simple scenario
is given: the day-to-day travel choice of commuters. Every morning the
commuters have to move from home to work. For simplicity, let us assume
that there are two possible routes, namely A and B, connecting the two
locations. Route B is shorter than the alternative A. The commuters make
a binary decision. Presumably, their aim is to minimise travel time, i.e.,
they choose route B. But if too many people use route B, it will be crowded
and therefore less efficient. In a scenario with no information, there will be
an equilibrium after some time: a certain number of road users will choose
B because it is shorter and only a few will choose A because it is not too
crowded. This behaviour can be found in experiments with real road users
(see Sect. 3.6).

If information is given the situation changes. Suppose, there is a heavy
road work on B, the shorter route. Presumably, a recommendation is given
to use A. The commuters have options: to follow the recommendation or to
ignore it. The basis of their decision is the raw information, experience of
past events, and additional suggestions about the behaviour of other road
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users. With this collected information a simple decision-making process may
be based on the following consideration: if everyone follows the recommenda-
tion, there might be no jam at all, thus it is better to use B. This behaviour
is called overreaction [25].

However, the recommendation is based on the measurement/statistics
that usually more drivers choose route B, thus a congestion might appear
while the message is transmitted to the drivers, the basis of the formerly
correct assumption about the traffic pattern is no longer true: the feedback
loop is closed. Such situations are found in many other systems, e.g., stock
markets.

Today, the feedback in traffic systems is not very strong since the infor-
mation is not precise enough. Once a road user has chosen a certain route,
he will rarely be able to evaluate other alternatives. But reliable information
might destabilise the system since it leads to situations where a contradic-
tion between individual and collective aims occurs, a so-called social dilemma
[26].

Here, different techniques will be used to model this behaviour. In the
following chapter, a two-route scenario is mapped on the Minority Game
[46], a binary decision model. In Chapter 4 simulations are used to provide
dynamic traffic information in the same scenario. In Sect. 3.6, experiments
carried out with real road users are summarised.

2.4.4 Case Study 2: Application to Crowd Motion

Since the two-layer architecture presented above is very general, it can di-
rectly be applied to model crowd motion. This is interesting since pedestrians
are a crucial component in many transportation facilities. The application
areas range from the analysis of traffic in simple hallways, where the flow
is bi-directional, up to the description of the complex processes in airports
or shopping malls (for an overview see [79, 149]). In order to optimise the
facility design or to analyse evacuation processes, it is crucial to understand
their behaviour as an individual and as a group.

The starting point of many modelling approaches in crowd motion are
road traffic flow models (e.g., [28, 29, 30]). Similar to road traffic, the models
range from macroscopic or gas-kinetic ones, to microscopic ones. The former
are based on the analogy to fluids or liquids. In the latter, pedestrians are
identified as basic entities. In the following, we restrict ourselves to the
microscopic models, especially those which are based on agents.
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However, there are significant differences between the requirements for
modelling road and pedestrian traffic. In road traffic, one finds flow restricted
to lanes, whereas pedestrian motion has more degrees of freedom. Since the
motion is two-dimensional, special attention has to be paid to the the de-
scription of way-finding behaviour. Moreover, pedestrians are self-propelled
and their walking capabilities can vary widely. Every pedestrian is identified
by a set of parameters, like age, gender or walking speeds, which are usually
drawn from distributions [81, 82].

In general, a model should take into account different aspects of the mi-
croscopic motion, like route choice behaviour or walking speeds, passing be-
haviour, as well as macroscopic properties, such as formation of dynamic
lanes and clusters, capacities of doors, escalators. Multi-agent systems offer
a flexible tool to model pedestrian traffic.

Effector

Tactical Layer:

Task of Walking

Sensor

Environment:

Strategic Layer:

Information Assimilation

and Wayfinding

Pedestrian:

Figure 2.6: Sketch of the two-layer architecture for a pedestrian. The
agent receives information and processes it in the tactical or the strategic
layer depending on its complexity.

Agent-Based Pedestrian Models

Recently, different multi-agent systems for crowd motion were proposed (e.g.,
[58, 143, 158]). They are especially successful for urban planning purposes
since they allow to describe the different aspects of an agent within one frame-
work, e.g., the STREETS-model [143]. In this framework, every agent creates
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an activity plan at the beginning and then moves through the environment
with regard to behavioural characteristics, like speed and visual range. Dur-
ing this movement he can also re-plan his activities to respond to certain
stimuli. A similar framework is developed and used to evaluate the design of
a shopping centre [58].

The two-layer agent architecture proposed in the Sect. 2.4, offers a general
approach, which is also suitable for pedestrians (see Fig. 2.6). Basically, the
agent has to fulfil two different tasks: First, he has to react on a short-term
time scale to changes in the nearest environment in order to avoid collisions
with other agents and the walls. This task is again identified with the tactical
layer and can be modelled by any microscopic pedestrian flow model (e.g.,
[30, 73, 102, 122]).

The strategic layer is responsible for the navigation and way-finding
within the network. However, the modelling is very demanding, since the
layer does not only handles the navigation but also cognitive processes, like
reasoning, decision-making [112]. If for instance a risk assessment is necessary
even crowd psychology, panic behaviour, and other human factors have to be
incorporated (for an overview [78]). Nevertheless, the pedestrians’ behaviour
is a result of both layers. It is clear that the description of the strategic layer
becomes very complex and its design depends strongly on the applications.
In future, this architecture will be used to model crowd motion on board of
passenger vessels within the research project BYPASS3.

2.5 Discussion

In this chapter, the basic notions of multi-agent systems and their application
to problems in the traffic domain have been discussed. The key question
about the nature of an agent and its basic properties is answered. Agent-
based models offer a natural approach to describe systems with interacting
entities which are distributed over a large area, like transportation fleets,
traffic control systems, road user or pedestrians in arbitrary networks.

Therefore, multi-agent systems are applied to scheduling problems in air,
road and railroad traffic. Another interesting application is traffic control,
e.g., a progressive signal control. A highly developed application is the TRYS
system. Using a knowledge-based multi-agent model it is possible to monitor
and control urban traffic effectively.

3For further information see: http://www.traffic.uni-duisburg.de/bypass/.
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But agent-based systems are not only capable of representing lifeless ob-
jects. They are also a suitable concept to describe road users’ behaviour while
driving or crowd motion. In general, human behaviour can be categorised
in three classes: skill-, rule- and knowledge-based. Discussing the standard
cellular automaton approach [126], it is shown that classical microscopic traf-
fic flow models can be interpreted as reactive or subcognitive agents, which
show skill- and rule-based behaviour.

In order to extend the traffic flow models to account for knowledge-based
behaviour, a two-layer agent architecture is proposed. The basic layer is the
tactical layer, which is described by any microscopic traffic flow model or
pedestrian model. However, to simulate and analyse systems with real-
time information the route choice behaviour and the decision-making of the
road users is very important. This is described by the strategic layer.

A special problem which can be tackled by this architecture is traffic
forecast, since every forecast has a basic problem: the messages are based on
future predictions which themselves are affected by drivers’ reactions to the
messages they receive. Therefore, an anticipatory traffic forecast is necessary,
which takes into account the route-choice behaviour of the individual road
user in the presence of information.

The architecture is also very flexible and can be applied to crowd motion,
too. However, modelling pedestrians is more demanding since the problem
is more or less 2-dimensional. For some applications, psychological effects,
like crowd psychology, panic behaviour, and other human factors have to be
taken into account.

Summing up the chapter, it is clear that agent-based simulation offers a
natural approach to model systems with an inherent distribution of function-
ality. Since these systems are open, scalable and distributed, the approach
goes far beyond classical object-oriented simulations.



Chapter 3

Pre-Trip Information

In the previous chapter, multi-agent techniques for modelling the behaviour
of road users were introduced. Special attention was paid to the route choice
behaviour, which is processed in the strategic layer. In this chapter, we will
study a basic scenario with pre-trip information, i.e., information which is
given to the road user before the trip (see Sect. 1.1.5). The resulting day-to-
day dynamics of the route choice behaviour will be investigated.

The chapter is organised as follows: The next section reviews the coordi-
nation games, especially the El Farol Bar Problem (EFBP) and the Minority
Game (MG). Section 3.2 interprets these games in the context of traffic. In
the following section the idea of personalities, which take into account dif-
ferent types of drivers´ behaviour, is motivated and discussed. Then, results
of simulations are presented and analysed in Sect. 3.4 using the Hamming
Distance. In Sect. 3.6 methods for gathering data about the route choice
behaviour of real road users are discussed. This data allow to compare the
personalities with the experiments carried out with real road users.

3.1 Coordination Games

Who has not been through the situation where one has gone to ones favourite
pub only to find out that it happens to be overcrowded that night, and then
regretting not to have stayed at home? That is precisely the motivation for
the El Farol Bar Problem (EFBP) introduced in 1994 by Arthur [6]. This
game is presently booming in many application areas, particularly in statis-
tical physics, where a simplified game is known as the Minority Game [46].

43
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The idea of both games is to reward the decision that is made by the
minority of the players (or agents). This can be interesting in many scenarios
for instance in the context of traffic: choosing routes that are least busy is
thoroughly rewarding. In effect, we can rephrase the pub scenario above
in terms of choosing a certain route for commuting only to find out that it
is awfully jammed, and then thinking to oneself: “I wish I had taken the
alternative route”.

However, microeconomics and game-theory assume human behaviour to
be rational and deductive – deriving a conclusion by perfect logical processes
from well-defined premises. But this assumption does not hold especially
in interactive situations like the coordination of many agents. There is no a
priori best strategy since the outcome of a game depends on the other players.
Therefore, bounded and inductive rationality (i.e., making a decision based
on past experience) is supposed to be a more realistic description [115].

3.1.1 El Farol Bar Problem

For completeness we review the EFBP here. Every week n players wish to
visit the bar El Farol1 attracted by live music. Up to a certain threshold of
customers T , the bar is very comfortable and enjoyable. If it is too crowed,
it is better to stay at home. The payoff of the game is clear: if the number of
visitors is less than the threshold T these are rewarded, otherwise those who
stayed at home are better off. In the original paper, the following settings
were used n = 101 and T = 60. But arbitrary values of n and T have also
been studied [90, 91].

The players make predictions about the attendance based on the results
of the previous m weeks; this is the basis of strategies to play the game.
Obviously, there is a huge set of possible strategies and every player possesses
k of them. For the decision whether to go or to stay at home, the player
always selects the strategy which predicts the outcome of the last weeks most
accurately. After every week the player learns the new attendance and thus
evaluates his strategies. By means of computer simulations, it was realised
that the mean attendance always converges to the threshold T = 60 [6].

1The name is inspired by a bar in Santa Fe.
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History Tactic Number
D† Y‡ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
A A B B B B B B B B A A A A A A A A
A B B B A A B B A A B B A A B B A A
B A B B B B A A A A B B B B A A A A
B B B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A

Table 3.1: Table of tactics for m = 2. The first two columns denote the
history, i.e., the choices which were successful the yesterday and the day-
before yesterday. The following 16 columns show the different tactics. Every
tactic gives the behaviour for the four different histories. Overall there are
22m

= 16 possible tactics. (†Day Before Yesterday, ‡Yesterday).

3.1.2 Minority Game

Later on, the EFBP was put in a mathematical framework by Challet and
Zhang [46], the so-called Minority Game (MG). An odd number n of players
has to choose between two alternatives (e.g., yes or no, A or B, or simply
0 or 1). All of the different players have a memory of the last m outcomes.
This means that they own a bit-string of the length m. Thus, there are
2m possible histories, e.g., for m = 2 there are four (see Tab. 3.1). For
every history two different reactions are possible, i.e., there are 22m

possible
strategies or tactics. Note that in the literature, the term “strategy” is used.
We prefer to call this tactics rather than strategies, for a strategy is much
more a plan or a policy, i.e., a higher level in the decision-making process.
The 16 different tactics for m = 2 are depicted in Tab. 3.1.

Each player has a set of S tactics and values each of them by virtual
points. At the beginning of the game all tactics have zero virtual points and
for the first experiment a tactic is chosen randomly. All agents either decide
for A or B. Each agent of the minority group wins one point. Then, each
agent evaluates its tactics and adds a virtual point to those tactics which
have predicted the outcome of the last experiment correct. In the following
experiments, each agent uses the tactic with the most virtual points. If there
is more than one tactic with the same number of points the agent selects
randomly among them.

In the simplest version of the game, the players are rewarded one point.
Since the step function is a very simple payoff, other functions, e.g., a linear
payoff, which favour smaller minorities were studied by several authors [46,
47, 91].
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The MG and the EFBP are gradually becoming a paradigm for complex
systems and have been studied in detail2. We will refer briefly to some of the
basic results. In their original work, Challet and Zhang [46] have systemat-
ically studied the influence of the memory size m and number of tactics S
on the performance of the game. They concluded that the mean attendance
always converges to n/2 but for larger m there are less fluctuations, which
means the game is more efficient.

Additionally, different temporal evolution processes were studied. It has
been shown that such evolutionary processes lead to stable, self-organised
states [46]. Some analytical studies showed that there is a phase transition
to an efficient game if the parameter ρ = 2m/n is approximately one. This is
strongly related to the value of the Hamming Distance [47, 55]. The Hamming
Distance or Metric is a probability measure that the decision of two tactics
differ from each other, a valuable concept from Information Theory used in
Sect. 3.5 [92].

3.2 Commuter Scenario

The EFBP and the MG are just a metaphor for binary decisions which hap-
pen in our daily lives very often [90]. In traffic flow, such situations are
of great interest because road users are often confronted with binary route
choice problems (see also Chapter 4). In particular, decisions where a set
of agents compete daily are important since they allow the investigation of
evolutionary patterns.

To discuss this problem further let us consider the following situation.
A set of commuters want to go from home to work. Both locations are
connected by two routes, A and B, which have nearly the same capacity and
link travel time. Note that equal capacity is only assumed for simplicity.
The routes can also have different capacities. This is analogue to the use
of thresholds in the EFBP and the MG. Everyday the commuters have to
decide which route to select.

Nowadays, a fundamental problem of the commuters is that they do not
know whether their choice was good or not because they do not have infor-
mation about the travel time on the alternative route. They have to decide
on the basis of their past experience. In investigations of urban traffic, it was

2For a collection of papers and pre-prints on the Minority Game, see the web page at
URL http://www.unifr.ch/econophysics/.
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found that road users reach a more or less stable equilibrium, i.e., traffic con-
ditions on the roads are nearly the same everyday [52]. For a more detailed
discussion of the stability of the pattern the reader is referred to Sect. 3.6,
where empirical results with real road users are presented.

In this chapter, we want to study a scenario where the road users get the
information about the traffic situation of the last day. This situation might
occur in the future, when ITS allow to access historical data, e.g., the travel
times of the previous days. Thus, the scenario is reminiscent of the MG.

3.3 Personalities

Similarly to the standard approach followed in the MG, n players or agents
choose a side to be in. According to the collective choice, a reward (1 point)
is paid to all agents who belong to the minority, i.e., to those who have
chosen the side having less agents. The parameter m (memory) introduced
by Challet and Zhang [46] determines the length of the “history” a player
considers in order to make the current decision. An array of size m keeps the
history of which side won the last m games. This way, m also determines
the (finite) number of tactics an agent may choose, which is 22m

.
In the original MG, the agents use a set of S tactics for their choice

[46]. However, random choice among all tactics is far from being what peo-
ple actually do. Rather, they have strategies and make a choice of tactics
according to them. On their turn, such strategies are determined by their
personalities , i.e., by the plan they have. These personalities account for the
commuters idiosyncratic decisions. In other words, we add to our simulations
the idea that agents have personalities, which are meaningful sets of tactics
(see Tab. 3.2). An agent of a certain personality selects randomly among the
tactics building up its personality. For instance, a strategy of a personality
could be to stay on the same route independent of the history.

The aim of introducing the personalities is to find out whether there is a
strategy which is superior to others. Such a result has for instance been found
for the prisoner dilemma [10]. Later on we want to compare our simulation
results with real experiments (see Sect. 3.6). This allows to identify whether
the proposed personalities exist and with which percentage they are present.

Besides, it is implausible that ordinary people – drivers in our scenario –
may deal with a set of more than a dozen of possibilities to select from. In
the formalism of the original MG, agents make their choices among a set of
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Pers. Description Tactics
A choose A regardless of the history 15
B choose B regardless of the history 0
A∨ choose A if it has won at least one day, otherwise random 14, 15
A∧ choose A if it has always won, otherwise random 8–15
B∨ choose B if it has won at least one day, otherwise random 0, 8
B∧ choose B if it has always won, otherwise random 0, 2..., 14
P choose the route that won the day before 12
W choose the route that lost the day before 3
R choose route randomly 0–15

Table 3.2: Description of the Personalities. The strategy is described in
words. The tactics (see Tab. 3.1) that represent the behaviour of the per-
sonality are given in the last column, e.g., the first personality is A an
agent which chooses always route A. Note in [21] the personalities A∨ and
B∨ are defined in a different way.

tactics whose size is 22m
and, hence, may easily reach the order of hundreds

or thousands. For instance, if a commuter can remember the outcome of the
whole week on Friday his memory is m = 4 and thus there are 65536 possible
tactics to choose among.

In our approach, the number of possible tactics is also given by 22m
. How-

ever, we do have a small set of personalities which are intended to represent
the ordinary types of commuters (or, more generally, all kinds of players in
the EFBP or by the MG formalisms). This set is not dependent on m and
only mimics the way people reason.

In this paperwork, we have set up nine different personalities which are
built up by one or more tactics. The advantage of the treatment we give the
problem is twofold: we have a small (and fixed) number of personalities, and
the number of tactics associated with them is (in general) much smaller than
the original 22m

.

Table 3.2 describes those nine personalities. The first two of them are
memory-independent, which means that they represent people who always
do the same: either choose route A or B no matter what has happened (per-
sonalities A and B, respectively). These are stubborn agents who stick to
one tactic. According to surveys conducted among commuters, the amount
of people who behave like this is not small. For instance, [131] report that
22% of people do not consider changing routes, despite receiving traffic in-
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formation. They can also be found in experiments with real road users [153].
Additionally, we see two personalities (W and P) in Tab. 3.2, who actually

need only a single memory position to represent their tactics. For a commuter
of class P (the persuasively ones), the route which had the smallest number
of commuters (the “winner route”) the day before, will be chosen today as
a possible winner as well. On the contrary, agents of personality W are the
wayward agents: they do the opposite of what is suggested by the recent
events as a good choice. They select exactly the route which was chosen by
the majority of commuters the day before. In a real scenario, a commuter
may take this decision possibly because it is common sense that people are
more likely to do what was successful the day before.

Other personalities are: the group of those who choose route A or B if
it was the winner in at least one of the days kept in the history (A∨ or
B∨ respectively); in all days in the history (A∧ or B∧); and the random
(R) personality. The latter represents a commuter who either does not care
about the route taken, or a non-informed driver (who will make a choice
en-route), or a person who does not know the area well enough and hence
is more likely to follow any given instruction, or even those who just enjoy
varying routes so that commuting does not get boring.

3.4 Results

This section describes simulations carried out where n commuters with dif-
ferent personalities have to simply select one of the two routes. For our
approach, it is important that the society be as heterogeneous as possible.
Here, our main interest is to study the behaviour of all the types present in
the population and letting them compete. However, a particular case is when
n agents of a unique personality play together in a homogeneous society.

3.4.1 Homogeneous Societies

Initially, the results are compared with those obtained by Challet and Zhang
[46] regarding the fluctuation of choice. They have examined this atten-
dance for n = 1001, for several memory sizes, and the results show that the
attendance indeed fluctuates around 50% for each bar.

The same results are found when performing the simulations, in which the
only personality playing is R (to match the random choice of their approach
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where there is no policy to choose tactics). In fact, they randomly draw
S tactics from the set of all possible for a given m for each player before
the game starts, and they choose one out of S to play at each time. The
current choice is given by the history. This way, they do not really consider
all the possible tactics at each time, but the subset S, which is drawn ad hoc.
A further conclusion of the experiments by Challet and Zhang is that the
longer the memory, the smaller the standard deviation around the average bar
attendance. This is explained by an increasing “intelligence” of players, who
would be able to better cope with each other when having longer memories.
Our results (again, for the simulation with n = 1001 agents of type R) also
indicate a reduction of the standard deviation on increasing m.

Simulation of homogeneous societies of agents type A and B are of no
interest: if they all choose the same route, none receive a single point and
hence the winning route is always the one they do not choose. Similarly, all
agents of type P and W make the same choice (of course varying from run
to run since this depends on the history) and hence collect no point. On
average (of 500 runs) route A is selected by half of the agents.

As for societies having agents of type A∧ only, the results for different
memory sizes are not quite the same. This is clear since the probability that
route A always wins decreases with increasing memory size. For m = 2, the
number of agents choosing route A is near 570 on average (500 repetitions,
n = 1001). Similar results apply for B∧, except that the choice of route A is
around 430 on average (m = 2). Remember that personalities A∧ and B∧
have, respectively, more and less chance of selecting route A. The next step
is to simulate heterogeneous societies.

3.4.2 Heterogeneous Societies

A particular (and the most interesting) case is when the nine types of agents
compete among themselves. Results for a society with 101 agents of each
species are depicted in Fig. 3.1a. One experiment lasts for 500 turns. The
results are averaged over 500 simulations.

First, one can see that the collected points increase linearly with the
number of turns. While most of the personalities perform alike, there is one
which outperforms the rest (W) whereas another gets significant less points
than the others (P). Out of those, who perform alike, personalities A, B are
second best, followed closely by R. Next to them in a group A∨ and B∨,
A∧ and B∧ can be found. The personality performing the worst is P . Note
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Figure 3.1: No. of turns vs. the number of collected points by the agents.
(a) for all nine personalities. The society consisted of 101 agents of each
species with m = 2. Note that the results for A and B, A∧ and B∧, and
A∨ B∨ are equivalent since these personalities are symmetric with regard to
the exchange of Aand B. (b) clipping of (a) which shows those personalities
with a similar performance.
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that, in graph Fig. 3.1b, personalities with similar performances are plotted
in more detail.

The fact that agents of class W are doing better than the others indicates
that there is a tendency in the personalities to repeat the winning route of
the previous day. Note that the personalities are not designed with that in
mind; they are all ordinary commuting strategies, like having a preference
for route A. In the following, the result of the simulation is analysed using
a probabilistic measure, which exhibits why agents of the personality W are
doing better than the others in a heterogeneous society.

3.5 Hamming Distance

In general, the Hamming Distance or Metric is a concept from Information
Theory to measure the difference between two bit strings [92]. It can be
interpreted as the number of bits which need to be changed (corrupted) to
turn one bit string into the other. In 1998, Challet and Zhang [47] used
the Hamming distance in the context of the MG to introduce a probabilistic
measure to quantify the difference between two tactics.

We briefly review it here: every tactic is a string with 2m bits, which
belongs to a hyper-cube of dimension 2m, Hm. For all tactics s ∈ Hm, s(i) ∈
{0, 1}, i = 0 . . . , 2m are the components of s. Thus, the distance between two
tactics s1 and s2 is:

dm(s1, s2) =
1

2m

2m∑

i=1

| s1(i)− s2(i) |, (3.1)

e.g., d2(A,W) = d2(AAAA,BABA) = 0.5. So if two tactics are opposite,
their Hamming Distance is dm = 1 and by definition dm(s, s) = 0, for all
s ∈ Hm. It is easy to see that the average Hamming Distance is 〈d〉 = 1

2
.

3.5.1 Hamming Distance of Personalities

However, the Hamming Distance between two personalities is more compli-
cated since they consist of a set of tactics. The concept of Hamming Distance
needs to be generalised. We propose the following: let K and L be two multi-
tactics personalities with i and j tactics respectively, i.e., K = {k1, . . . , ki}
and L = {l1, . . . , lj} with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 22m}. Referring to (3.1) the extended
Hamming Distance is defined in the following way:
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Dm(K, L) =
1

i j

i∑

o=1

j∑

p=1

dm(ko, lp). (3.2)

In other words, Dm is the average of dm over all possible combinations
of tactics. Note that Dm(K,L) = Dm(L,K). For single-tactics personalities
the expressions (3.1) and (3.2) are equivalent. Since A and B are opposite
personalities Dm(A,B) = 1. But for multi-tactics personalities there are
significant differences. The distance from a personality to itself is no longer
0, e.g., Dm(R,R) = 0.5. On the other hand, the Hamming Distance is still
the probability that the decisions of two personalities differ.

A B P W A∨ A∧ B∧ B∨ R
A 0.000 1.000 0.500 0.500 0.125 0.375 0.625 0.875 0.500
B 1.000 0.000 0.500 0.500 0.875 0.625 0.375 0.125 0.500
P 0.500 0.500 0.000 1.000 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.500
W 0.500 0.500 1.000 0.000 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.500
A∨ 0.125 0.875 0.375 0.625 0.125 0.375 0.500 0.750 0.500
A∧ 0.375 0.625 0.375 0.625 0.375 0.375 0.500 0.500 0.500
B∧ 0.625 0.375 0.375 0.625 0.500 0.500 0.375 0.375 0.500
B∨ 0.875 0.125 0.375 0.625 0.750 0.500 0.375 0.125 0.500
R 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500

Avg. 0.500 0.500 0.444 0.556 0.472 0.472 0.472 0.472 0.500

Table 3.3: Hamming Distance between the different personalities (3.2) for
m = 2. The first four personalities are single-tactics, the last five are multi-
tactics, with non-vanishing Hamming Distance to themselves (see diagonal).
The average Hamming Distance of a personality (last row) determines its
performance in a heterogeneous society.

The Hamming Distances for m = 2 are depicted in Tab. 3.3. The distance
of every personality to all other is given. The first four personalities are
single-tactics ones, the last five are multi-tactics ones. For the former the
distance is either 1, 0.5 or 0. Indeed, all simulations for societies consisting of
these types are deterministic, i.e., they depend on the number of agents only.
For the multi-tactics personalities this is changing since the agents choose
among the available tactics.

For a good performance, it is crucial for an agent to have an average
Hamming Distance of more than 0.5 to the other personalities. This is due
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to the fact that the probability to belong to the minority group increases.
The average Hamming Distances shown in the last row of Tab. 3.3 explain
why personality W performs better than all others. Its average Hamming
Distance is the highest: 〈D〉(W) = 0.556. In other words, the probability
that an agent of this group acts in a different manner than the others is
higher and thus his chances to be in the minority group increases.

However, the wayward agents are only predominant in a society of that
special type. If there are no agents with personality P present, the average
Hamming Distance decreases for themselves and increases for the others.
This makes clear that the structure of the society is very important. Some
types of behaviour can only be successful in the presence of other types.

Besides the case above, which is the most interesting of all, some other
particular cases with interesting compositions are simulated. However, all
results of simulations with a higher number of agents can be qualitatively
predicted using the Hamming Distance. In summary, the concept is very
powerful.

In [22] also evolutionary aspects are included using genetic algorithms.
Arbitrary populations are evolved in order to assess whether particular agents
are evolutionary stable. It is found that the multi-tactics personalities, espe-
cially the random personality R, are more flexible than the wayward agents
and thus perform better in evolutionary terms. In other words, the wayward
agents are only successful in a heterogeneous society of all personalities.

3.6 Real Data on Route Choice Behaviour

In the previous sections, we show that modelling the route choice behaviour
of road users is a very difficult task. However, in traffic there are a lot of
behavioural phenomenas, which can be hardly described with the existing
theories. One key problem in the field of travel behaviour research is to
collect data from real road users (for an overview see [25, 32, 115, 114]).
Today, there are three different methods for data collection. They are shortly
sketched below:

3.6.1 Surveys

Surveys are a simple method to collect data. Most of the surveys are stated
preference, e.g., [8, 87, 88, 166]. For instance, they aim at pointing out
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whether people prefer travel time or jam length as traffic information. The
advantage of the method is that a lot of people can be reached. One key
problem is that the evaluation of the data is very error-prone. Additionally,
the road users do not have to decide under time pressure. Thus, the surveys
may be criticised as failing to give the subject a realistic impression of the
consequences of their responses to the system.

3.6.2 Route Choice Simulators

Tools, which put the test persons under temporal pressure, are route choice
simulators [2, 3, 32, 33, 49, 106]. They are computer-based and collect data
on drivers´ route choice by requiring subjects “to drive” through a repre-
sentation of a road network. During their travel, the subjects are provided
with stimuli similar to those in real networks. Thus, the experimenter is able
to explore the impact of information and guidance systems on driver route
choice. Nevertheless, the route choice simulators lack to grasp the effect of
coordination among the road users, since every road user faces the task of
navigation alone.

3.6.3 Laboratory Experiments

In order to investigate the cooperative behaviour of road users, experiments
have to be carried out [2, 85, 116, 114, 144]. All subjects face the same
task and compete with each other. In general, two different dynamics are
distinguished: within-day and day-to-day dynamics. The former represents
en-route information, whereas the latter models pre-trip information.

A lot of work has been done to investigate the day-to-day dynamics of the
route choice behaviour of commuters [2, 85, 115]. In [85] a set-up with two
routes, which is reminiscent of the MG, is chosen. One difference between
the experiment and the MG is the pay-off function, which is defined as:

t = t0[1 + (q/qc)
2], (3.3)

with t the travel time, t0 the free-flow time, q the capacity and qc the maxi-
mum capacity of the route. The experiment is carried out with 40 subjects.
The parameters are set in a way that there is an equilibrium if the number
of road users is the same on both routes.

The key result is that the attendance on both routes oscillates around
the equilibrium value and that the fluctuations do not vanish over the time.
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In other words, the road users are hardly able to coordinate in an efficient
way. In [85] four different types of drivers are classified on the basis of the
route switching behaviour. These classes resemble the personalities, which
are introduced in Sect. 3.3, e.g., there are some participants which do not
undertake route switching at all or use a specific route at most days. The
majority of the subjects changed their route with a probability between 25 %
and 50 %. However, the results presented above are not based on a detailed
statistic treatment since only one experiment is carried out. A discipline,
which deals with the quantitative analysis of human behaviour is experimen-
tal economics [60, 128, 152].

The Project SURVIVE

Recently, the group of Physics of Transport and Traffic started to work to-
gether with the group for experimental economics at the University of Bonn
in the framework of the project SURVIVE3. The aim of this interdisciplinary
project is to gather data about the route choice behaviour of road users under
the influence of information using the methods of experimental economics. A
further objective of the project is to develop agent-based models to describe
this behaviour (see Chapter 2).

Experimental economics is an empirical discipline that deals with the de-
cision making and the interaction of economic agents. Unlike other empirical
methods in economics that use data gathered in the field, i.e., in naturally oc-
curring economic interaction, in experimental economics data are gathered in
controlled experiments. In these experiments, human subjects receive real in-
centives (i.e., success dependent monetary payments) for completing decision
making tasks in simple economically relevant environments with controlled
informational and interactive setups.

The goal of the experimental research is to find descriptive theories that
enable more realistic forecasts of human behaviour. Another goal is to un-
cover heuristics that are used by the experimental subjects and to compare
them to the rational theory benchmarks. The effects of the availability of
information have always been a central research issue in experimental eco-
nomics. Thus, the experimental method seems well suited for the analysis of
route choice behaviour with congestion information feedback. It can be ex-
pected that the quantity and quality of the information supplied will strongly

3SURVIVE – Simulation-supported investigation of the reaction of road users to traffic
information http://www.uni-duisburg.de/survive/
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affect the learning processes of the subjects which in turn will ultimately de-
termine the route choice heuristics that are used.

Recently, experiments were performed, which are evaluated currently. A
first statistical analysis of the experiments, which was carried out with a set
up similar to those described above, validate their results. The results will be
published soon [153]. In contrast to the experiment above, the pay-off func-
tion is linear. Additionally, the subjects receive money for their performance,
i.e., they have a financial incentive.

Likewise, there are oscillations around the equilibrium value, which do
not vanish. In a second experiment, information about the last travel times
were given. It is found that the amplitude of the fluctuations decreases due
to the provided information. However, only a few descriptive theories exist,
which are able to describe such effects and a lot of research has to be devoted
to this field.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter pre-trip information in traffic systems is studied. For the
analysis, two coordination games are introduced: the El Farol Bar Problem
(EFBP) and the Minority Game (MG). They are interpreted in the context of
traffic. The agents are commuters and have to choose between two alternative
routes. Those who choose the route the minority of the agents have chosen,
win the game and receive a certain payoff.

In general, with a history of the m previous outcomes, there are 22m
tactics

to react to the situation. In order to tackle commuters, who are not able to
process a huge number of tactics, nine different personalities are introduced.
The agents possess different personalities which determine their distinct be-
haviours. The main result is that in certain societies specific agents may
perform better than average. However, the performance depends strongly on
the distribution of personalities. In other words, there is no perfect type of
behaviour. Instead, all different personalities have a counterpart which they
can benefit from.

The different behaviour of the personalities is analysed using the Ham-
ming Distance a probability measure for bit strings. The values of the Ham-
ming Distance between the different agents support the simulation results
and thus indicate, why one personality outperforms the others.

One important question is whether the theoretical results correspond to
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empirical data. In principle, there are three different methods to gather field
data about the route choice behaviour: surveys, route choice simulators,
and experiments. To figure out the cooperative behaviour of road users
experiments seem to be the most efficient. Indeed, experiments exhibit that
road users can be classified in different types, which resemble the personalities
introduced. However, there are not sufficient data available at the moment.
Therefore, the project SURVIVE is proposed, which aims at pointing out the
behavioural aspect of route choice.



Chapter 4

En-Route Information

In Sect. 1.3 ATIS were introduced and the potential benefits and drawbacks
were discussed. In this chapter, simulation studies will be used to investigate
possible impacts of real-time information on traffic patterns. In the next
section, the basic scenario is described as well as the mechanism to generate
dynamic information on the basis of a simulation. The following sections
discuss different kinds of information and their individual impact on the
traffic patterns.

4.1 Two-Route Scenario

For the simulation studies, a scenario with two routes is used. The drivers
are modelled according to the model by Nagel and Schreckenberg intro-
duced in 1992 [126]. The setup is the following: Suppose that there are
two routes A and B with the same length, i.e., the number of cells L is iden-
tical (Fig. 4.1). With a constant rate α road users enter the system. They
have to choose between the two alternative routes. Their decision is based
on some kind of information. In order to study the impact of real-time in-
formation on traffic patterns, dynamic data has to be generated. Here, the
data stem from the simulation itself. The process of generating the informa-
tion will be discussed later. In the literature, such a scenario is a standard
one used to study the impact of ATIS, e.g., [32, 77, 125]. In general, two
types of road users are identified: static and dynamic ones:

59
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Figure 4.1: Traffic scenario with dynamic information. Agents enter the
system and have to select a route. Each route comprises L cells. Static
drivers choose their route with a probability pAB, whereas dynamic drivers
decide with regard to the information displayed on the board, e.g., travel
time. The information is transmitted to the board by Floating Cars when
they leave the routes (see Sect. 1.1.2).

Static Agents

Static agents can be either non-equipped with in-vehicle devices or just ignore
the dynamic information, e.g., they do not read information boards or do not
listen to the radio. Therefore, they decide on the basis of static information,
e.g., the length of the routes or road signs. In the simulation experiment this
is represented by the variable pAB, i.e., the probability that a static driver
chooses the route A.

Dynamic Agents

Dynamic drivers are equipped with ATIS or other devices. Thus, they receive
and process traffic messages. In this scenario, the messages are displayed on
a board (Fig. 4.1). The board can represent a message sign at the beginning
of the routes or an in-vehicle device. Using this information a dynamic driver
always tries to optimise his trip, i.e., select the route with the minimal travel
time. In that sense they behave “rational”. Note that this is a very particular
kind of rationality: the agents trust the information on the board and decide
based on it. They do not over-react , i.e., there is no reasoning about the
behaviour of the others (Sect. 1.3.3). If the information for both routes
is the same, a route is chosen randomly. The amount of dynamic drivers
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is represented by the variable sdyn. After the route choice, both kinds of
vehicles move according to the CA-rules (see Sect. 2.3.2).

Generation of Dynamic Data

The basis of the decision of the dynamic agents is real-time information,
which is for instance provided by Floating-Cars (FCs). FCs are employed
to investigate traffic conditions on the routes, e.g., to measure speed or link
travel times. In this paperwork, we study different kinds of information. In
the first scenario described, the FCs transmit their travel times to a board
when leaving the system (Fig. 4.1). Thus, they generate dynamic traffic
information, which is the basis of the decision of new agents entering the sys-
tem. The amount of FCs is represented by the variable sFC. The remaining
vehicles do not transmit information. Additionally, the impact of different
kinds of information, like average speed or density on the route, will also be
studied (see Sect. 4.3).

4.1.1 Simulation Technique

The simulations are performed in the following way: at the beginning both
routes are empty and the information on the board is set to travel time
on free routes tA = tB = L/(vmax − p). Note that the mean speed in the
free-flow region is vmax − p. Dynamic drivers choose their route at random
and static drivers with regard to pAB. With the probability sFC, a static or
dynamic driver is a FC. After a certain time FCs finish their trip and transmit
their travel time to the board. Now, the dynamic drivers decide on the basis
of the information available. In general, every simulation lasts for 50,000
time-steps. For the analyses the first 5,000 steps are ignored as only then
the system has reached a steady state. The results of a typical experiment
are depicted in Fig. 4.2.

Open Boundaries

Because of the model employed, special care has to be taken when injecting
new vehicles on the routes. In most investigations of the dynamic properties
of traffic flow models, periodic boundary conditions are employed to study
equilibrium dynamics (for an overview [50]).
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Recently, systems with open boundary conditions have been discussed in
literature [15, 134]. Open systems are characterised by an injection rate α and
an extinction rate β, i.e., a vehicle enters the system with the probability α
or leaves it at the end with the rate β. Various investigations of systems with
open boundary conditions yield that there are three different phases: the free-
flow, the congested traffic and the maximum current phase [134]. Note that
these phases are only stable if the rates are steady, i.e., d

dt
α(t) = d

dt
β(t) = 0.

For convenience, we set βA(t) = βB(t) = 1 and α(t) = const. For the
injection rates of route A and B, the following relation holds αA(t)+αB(t) =
α, with d

dt
αA(t) 6= 0 and d

dt
αB(t) 6= 0. The time dependence represents the

dynamics of the decisions.
The process of injection is carried out in the following way: in front of

the system, an injection area with the size vmax + 1 is prepared. To add a
new vehicle, the position of the first car on the road is determined. Then
the additional vehicle is put into the injection area with a minimum gap of
vmax to the detected car, and a speed of vmax. Then the update is carried out
according to the rules presented in [126]. If a vehicle remains in the injection
area after the update procedure it is deleted. This is necessary to avoid jams
close to that area, since otherwise the injection rate is replaced by the flow
out α = jjam and high-flow rates cannot be established.

Parameters

There are two sets of parameters which stem from either the model used or
the scenario itself. The parameters are the following:

model

• vmax maximum speed of vehicles,

• pdec deceleration probability,

• α input rate,

scenario

• L length of the routes,

• pAB decision of static drivers,

• sFC percentage of FCs, and
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• sdyn share of dynamic/equipped drivers.

Obviously, sdyn and sFC are interpreted as probabilities for creating a dynamic
road user or a FC, respectively. With the probability pAB a static driver is
put on route A. The system is symmetric and thus only values of pAB ≤ 0.5
are studied. However, in most simulations the default value of pAB = 0.5
is used, since the route length L is the only information static drivers have.
Note that for pAB = 0.5 a natural equilibrium is reached, i.e., an optimal
solution of the problem. In all simulations the maximum speed is set to
vmax = 3 cells/time-step. The influence of the other parameters will be
studied in the following sections.

Correlation-Analysis

In order to reduce the stochastic noise in the quantities, a correlation analysis
is used. Such an analysis is especially useful to study oscillations, which
will occur for some quantities in the next section, it is valuable to employ
correlation functions. They detect and quantify coupling effects between
variables. The auto-correlation for a variable ψ is defined in the following
way:

acψ(τ) =
1

σ(ψ)
[〈ψ(t)ψ(t + τ)〉 − 〈ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t + τ)〉] . (4.1)

It provides information about the temporal evolution of ψ (σ(ψ) is the vari-
ance of ψ). In order to detect whether two variables ξ and ψ are coupled or
not, the cross-correlation is useful, which is defined in the following way:

ccξψ(τ) =
1√

σ(ξ)σ(ψ)
[〈ξ(t)ψ(t + τ)〉 − 〈ξ(t)〉〈ψ(t + τ)〉] . (4.2)

Moving Average

Since the time series of some quantities exhibit strong fluctuations, a moving
average with the length N is used:

x̄N =
1

N + 1

N∑

i=0

xi. (4.3)

In the simulations presented in the following the travel times displayed on
the board are calculated using a moving average with N = 20.
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4.2 Floating-Car Data

In this section, FCs are used to provide dynamic data. They are inserted
into the system with the rate sFC. They flow with the traffic and transmit
their travel time to the information board, when they leave the system. The
dynamic drivers which enter the system receive the moving average (4.3) of
the travel times collected.

A typical experiment is depicted in Fig. 4.2. The parameters are set to
pdec = 0.25, α = 1, L = 2, 000, pAB = 0.5, sdyn = 0.5, and sFC = 1, i.e.,
every second driver processes dynamic information and every vehicle serves
as a FC. The number of vehicles, travel times, and the moving average of
the speeds oscillate on both routes. Note that unlike other quantities the
fluctuations of the number of vehicles are not very strong since every time-
step only one vehicle can enter and two vehicles can leave the system (one
on route A and B).

The oscillations are due to the dynamic drivers who receive the informa-
tion on the board. Because they behave rational and trust the information,
they aim at minimising their own travel time. Therefore, they use the route
with the shorter travel time. Since every dynamic driver behaves in the
same way the route with the smaller number of vehicles is haunted more
(Fig. 4.2a,b). At the same time, the speed on this route decreases and thus
the travel time increases (Fig. 4.2c). Nevertheless, it takes some time for the
FCs to transmit this to the information board since they have to reach the
end of the route. During this time even more road users enter this route.

Simultaneously, the situation on the other route gets better since it is
not used anymore by dynamic agents. The travel time on this route slowly
decreases and the situation turns around – this route gets more crowded
again. This oscillatory behaviour is well known in the literature, e.g., Bonsall
sees it as some kind of interaction:

fast links attract traffic but are, in the process, made slower [32].

In [25] this effect is named concentration (Sect. 1.3.3):

Information tends to reduce the variations among drivers because it
increases uniformity of perceptions of network conditions around the true

value.

However, this effect seems to be intrinsic in most information systems. Nev-
ertheless, the information influences the dynamics of the system in an un-
desirable way: it would be much more efficient to distribute the vehicles on
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Figure 4.2: (a) Number of vehicles on each route; (b) travel time on the
board; (c) moving average (20 time-steps) of the mean speed vs. time. The
parameters are pdec = 0.25, α = 1, L = 2, 000, pAB = 0.5, sdyn = 0.5, and
sFC = 1. Every quantity exhibits characteristic oscillations.
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both routes randomly. This is not only due to the effect of concentration but
also due to the fact that the information is too old, the drivers tend to react
too late to the new situation. To quantify this behaviour in more detail, the
influence of the different parameters will be investigated in the following.
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Figure 4.3: Cycle length vs. length of the routes in cells for different pdec.
The parameters are α = 1, pAB = 0.5, sdyn = 0.5, and sFC = 1. The cycle
length increases with pdec.

4.2.1 Influence of the Length

Obviously, the frequency of the oscillations is influenced by the length of
the routes L: the shorter the route, the shorter the travel time. Thus, the
FCs can transmit changes of the traffic conditions faster. For a systematic
analysis, the quantity ∆N(t) = NA(t)−NB(t) is investigated, with NA and
NB the numbers of cars on route A and B, respectively. For the analysis a
moving average (40 time-steps) of ∆N(t) is used. The cycle length is defined
as the distance between two points, with ∆N(t) = 0. Simulation results for
different pdec are depicted in Fig. 4.3. The parameters are α = 1, pAB = 0.5,
sdyn = 0.5, and sFC = 1. The analysis yields that the cycle length increases
linearly with the length of the routes. Note that for small systems (L ¿ 50)
the cycle length is not defined properly. The slope of the linear regression
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depends on the average speed in the system, i.e., deceleration probability pdec

and the maximum speed vmax.
It can be seen in Fig. 4.3 that with increasing pdec the slope increases,

too. In other words, the higher pdec the longer the travel time of the FCs
and thus the cycle length increases. For the following simulations the length
is set to L = 2, 000, since this is a length, where the bulk is not influenced
too much by the boundaries and thus stable oscillations evolve. Besides the
computational effort is not too high.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Injection rate α vs. flow for two different rates of dynamic
drivers sdyn. For small rates the flow increases linearly. The parameters are
L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, pAB = 0.5, and sFC = 1. (b) Auto-correlation acNA

(4.1) vs. τ of the system with sdyn = 0.5, for different values of α. For small
rates no oscillations are found.

4.2.2 Influence of the Injection Rate

Another interesting quantity is the injection rate α, which is set to one in
most simulations. This is done to study the impact of information in dense
traffic, since the idea of ATIS is to provide information in networks which
tend to congest. Obviously, the higher α the more vehicles will enter the
system. Nevertheless, this number is clearly limited. In Fig. 4.4a the rate is
plotted against the average flow J = j̄ of vehicles, with j = NAvA + NBvB.
For small α a linear relation holds, but for higher α a saturation depending
on sdyn can be found.
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Figure 4.5: Cross-correlation ccNtFC
(4.1), vs. τ for different values of sFC.

The parameters are L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, α = 1, pAB = 0.5, and sdyn = 0.5.
With lower values of sFC the correlations vanish.

This saturation is not only due to the high rate itself, but also due to the
number of dynamic drivers sdyn, who introduce oscillations in the system.
For medium values of α ≈ 0.5 the differences in sdyn become important
(Fig. 4.4a). In Fig. 4.4b the emergence of oscillations is shown using the
auto-correlation acNA

for sdyn = 0.5 and different values of α. For low rates,
e.g., α = 0.1, the routes are sparsely occupied and the individual decisions of
the drivers are not important for the global state. The travel time on both
routes is nearly the same and not correlated. But with higher α this changes,
oscillations form, which decrease the flow rate.

4.2.3 Influence of the Floating Cars (FCs)

In the previous sections, every vehicle serves as FC (sFC = 1), i.e., changes
in the travel time are transmitted to the board immediately. Every agent de-
cides on the basis of the current patterns. For sFC < 1 the information on
the board is perhaps outdated since there are no FCs which adapt the travel
time to the current traffic situation. Thus, the number of cars N and the
time transmitted to the board tFC uncouple, which can be seen using the
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cross-correlation of N and tFC for different values of sFC (Fig. 4.5).
For a small number of FCs sFC ≈ 0.2, i.e., one car out of five is a FC, tFC

and N are still strongly correlated. This is due to the fact that the oscillations
extend to larger time-scales, i.e., the changes in the travel time can still be
transmitted. For very small values of sFC the two quantities uncouple.

In such a scenario, the oscillations are still existing, but the cycle length
is spread over larger intervals. The information on the board stays constant
for longer times and steady patterns emerge. Measurements of the flow
show that for a decreasing sFC the system is less effective. In summary, for
sFC < 1 the oscillations remain but the dynamics are slowed down. Today, it
is expensive to equip vehicles with appropriate devices, thus the number of
FCs in traffic is small and it is hardly possible to cover large networks with
a sufficient temporal resolution.

4.2.4 Influence of the Deceleration Probability

A crucial parameter of the model is the deceleration probability pdec intro-
duced in Sect. 2.3.2. It is responsible for the stochastic nature of the traffic
flow model. For pdec = 0 the model is deterministic, i.e., the travel times
on both routes are the same. In that case, there is no difference between
static and dynamic drivers and no correlation is found (Fig. 4.6). Thus, the
stochastic nature of traffic is important:

In a deterministic traffic flow model no oscillations are introduced and thus
no instabilities in the traffic patterns are found.

For pdec > 0 the characteristic oscillations are recovered. With increas-
ing pdec the travel times lengthens, and thus does the cycle. Furthermore,
congestion starts to emerge and the interaction between the vehicles gets
stronger. One can find transitions from the free-flow to the maximum cur-
rent phase and also to the congested phase [134]. In the congested phase, the
travel times are dominated by the dynamics of jams (Fig. 4.6). Note that
the injection rates are not steady and therefore the dynamic phases are not
stable. Nevertheless, the focus of this work is to study the impact of infor-
mation in a two-route system. Therefore, the deceleration probability is set
to pdec = 0.25 in most simulations. This value assures that on the one hand
the travel times are stochastic and on the other hand congestion is found if
a route is too crowded.
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Figure 4.6: Auto-correlation acNA
(4.1), vs. τ for different values of pdec. The

parameters are L = 2, 000, sFC = 1, α = 1, pAB = 0.5, and sdyn = 0.5. For
pdec = 0 there is no correlation since the traffic flow model is deterministic.
For medium values of pdec a stronger correlation is found which vanishes in
the limit pdec → 1.
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parameters are L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, α = 1, pAB = 0.5, sdyn = 0.5, and
sFC = 1. For small values of sdyn the strong correlations vanish.

4.2.5 Influence of the Dynamic Drivers

Since the oscillations are due to the behaviour of the dynamic drivers, it is
interesting to study the influence of the parameter sdyn, the rate of dynamic
drivers. Obviously, the amplitude of the oscillations depends on sdyn. A
dramatic situation occurs for sdyn = 1, i.e., every road user follows the in-
formation displayed on the board. In this scenario, it may happen that one
route is empty and there are no FCs on this route. Therefore, the travel
time remains constant, although the route is empty. In order to avoid such
negative effects, it is advisable to remove or slowly change information, which
is too old. This can be done by, e.g., setting default values after a certain
time-out.

Correlation Analysis

In Fig. 4.7 the auto-correlation for a number of cars on route A, acNA
(τ),

is depicted. For small values of sdyn, the correlation is not strong, whereas
systems with a higher number of dynamic drivers sdyn are strongly correlated.
Similar results are found for the travel time and the speed.
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Travel Time Distribution

The effect of mixing the two types of agents can be understood better by
studying the travel time distribution of both species. In order to provide
the distribution, a histogram is used, i.e., the number of drivers in a certain
interval of travel time ∆t is aggregated. We have set ∆t = 5 time-steps. A
distribution for different sdyn is depicted in Fig. 4.8.

In a society of static agents, sdyn = 0, the agents visit both routes with
the same frequency and the travel time distribution is more or less Gaussian,
with a small standard deviation (Fig. 4.8a). Note that using pAB = 0.5 an
optimal solution is reached. For a mixture of the two species it is changing.
The dynamic drivers introduce fluctuations into the system. Their aver-
age travel time increases, whereas some static drivers benefit from emptier
routes. A second peak at higher travel times is established due to the dy-
namic drivers (Fig. 4.8b). For higher values of sdyn, this peak broadens and
both peaks separate (Fig. 4.8c). The majority of the static drivers profit
from the dynamic ones. For sdyn = 1, every driver decides with regard to the
current information on the board. A broad peak is found (Fig. 4.8d).

The behaviour of the dynamic drivers influences existing traffic patterns
in an undesirable way and leads to a sub-optimal situation, i.e., the overall
flow of the system is reduced due to concentration of the equipped drivers
(see Fig. 4.14). The travel time distribution implies that the static drivers
profit from this behaviour (see Fig. 4.8). Therefore, the question can be
raised:

Is it good to be ignorant to information?

4.2.6 Influence of the Static Drivers

So far, the static agents have chosen their route randomly, i.e., pAB = 0.5.
This means that they behave in an optimal way. In Fig. 4.9 the travel time
distribution for pAB < 0.5 is shown. For pAB = 0.2 the dynamic agents
are not really able to profit from the information (cf. Fig. 4.8a), since the
static agents on route A have lower travel times. Only for pAB ¿ 1, i.e.,
all static drivers use the same route, the dynamic agents can profit from
the information and there are still agents, who use route B (see Fig. 4.9b).
Besides, such a behaviour is quite unrealistic.
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Figure 4.8: Travel time distribution for static and dynamic drivers for dif-
ferent values of sdyn. The parameters are L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, α = 1,
pAB = 0.5, and sFC = 1. (a) A homogeneous society of static drivers ar-
range in an optimal way for pAB = 0.5. (b) A mixture between dynamic and
static drivers is unfavourable for the dynamic ones. They introduce a second,
broader peak at higher travel times. (c) This effect is amplified for higher
sdyn. The peak of the dynamic ones is broadened, whereas the peak for the
static ones gets sharper, i.e., the minority of static drivers profits even more.
(d) For a homogeneous society of dynamic drivers sdyn = 1 the distribution
is broadened further.
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Figure 4.9: Travel time distribution for different values of pAB. The pa-
rameters are set to L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, sdyn = 0.5, and sFC = 1. (a)
pAB = 0.2, i.e., 80 % of the static drivers use route B. (b) pAB = 0, i.e., all
static drivers use route B. Although, the static agents are far away from the
optimal coordination, the dynamic agents do not profit very much and the
advantage of using the information is small.

4.3 Different Criteria

It becomes clear that the effect of concentration (see Sect. 1.3.3) is intrinsic
to information systems, which provide the same information to all users,
since faster links attract more traffic and in the process are made slower [32].
Additionally, FC travel time is not a good criterion to control and distribute
traffic in a network, since it reflects the history of the network. In this section,
different kinds of information are tested: the gradient of the travel time, the
global density and the global speed.

4.3.1 Gradient of Travel Time

In control theory, it is well known that in order to control some systems it is
better to use the gradient of a quantity than the absolute values themselves
[142]. Here, the moving average of the difference between two consecutive
travel times of FCs ∆τi = (ti − ti−1) is used, with ti being the travel time
of the ith FC on a route. Hence, the information displayed on the board is
∆τ , the moving average (4.3) of the last twenty ∆τi, i.e., the dynamic drivers
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The parameters are L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, α = 1, pAB = 0.5, sdyn = 0.5,
and sFC = 1. For all values of sdyn the long-range correlations vanish. The
short-range correlations (wiggles) depend on the length of the moving average
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Figure 4.11: Travel Time Distribution for (a) absolute travel times and (b)
the gradient of the travel time. The parameters are L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25,
α = 1, sdyn = 0.5, sFC = 1, and pAB = 0, i.e., all static drivers use route
B. In this situation providing the gradient of the travel time is misleading to
the dynamic drivers. They introduce a distinct peak at higher travel times.
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do not follow the absolute travel time but the trend of the measured values.
Thus, changes of the traffic states on both routes are reported much faster.

Correlation Analysis

In Fig. 4.10 the auto-correlation acNA
for the scenario using the gradient

of the travel time is depicted. Using this kind of information, it is possi-
ble to destroy the oscillations of the number of cars on both routes. The
dynamic drivers can coordinate much better and the long-range correlations
vanish. The short-range correlations are due to the moving average used (20
time-steps). For this set of parameters it seems that providing the trend of
the travel time gives better results than the FC data itself.

Sub-Optimal Static Agents

Nevertheless, in some situations the trend can be misleading. In Fig. 4.11
the travel time distribution for a sub-optimal behaviour of the static drivers
is depicted. The parameters are set to L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, α = 1,
sdyn = 0.5, sFC = 1, and pAB = 0, i.e., all static drivers use route B. In this
situation, the absolute travel time is the better information. For pAB = 0, the
bulk of the dynamic agents are on route A. Thus, they improve the situation
for the static drivers (Fig. 4.11a). If the gradient of the travel time is used
as source of information a lot of dynamic agents use route B and increase
the travel time further (Fig. 4.11b).

This negative effect is also reflected by the average travel time for the
dynamic and static drivers. In the first scenario, tdyn = 760.15 time-steps
and tstat = 776.74 time-steps, whereas for the second scenario tdyn = 798.05
time-steps and tstat = 866.79 time-steps are necessary. The problem using
the gradient is that the absolute value of the travel time is neglected. Of
course a criterion which combines the absolute value and its gradient, would
provide better results.

4.3.2 Global Density and Speed

Up to now, the information provided by FCs has been discussed. However,
one main problem is that this information is delayed. Better quantities to
characterise the current traffic state of a route are necessary, like the global
density and the mean speed. They are defined as follows: the density ρA,B =
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NA,B/L, and the mean speed vA,B =
∑NA,B

i=0 vi;A,B. Note that in real systems
such precise quantities cannot be provided, since most measurements are
local.

Simulation experiments with global density and mean speed as infor-
mation displayed on the board are carried out. In the case of the density
criterion, the dynamic drivers choose the route with the lowest mean den-
sity. If the mean speed is given, the dynamic agents select the route with the
highest value.

However, in both cases the correlations vanish. In Fig. 4.12 the travel time
distribution is shown for sdyn = 0.3 and pAB = 0.5. Using the global average
speed it is possible to coordinate the dynamic as well as static agents in a
more efficient way. Thus, giving a quantity which represents the current state
of a route as information, e.g., mean speed or density, helps to coordinate
the behaviour of the two different types of road users, so that all drivers are
able to profit.
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Figure 4.12: Travel time distribution for using the global speed as traffic
information. The parameters are L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, α = 1, sdyn = 0.3,
sFC = 1, and pAB = 0.5. Using this information the traffic demand is
distributed on both routes in the same way.

Obviously, the difference between the two quantities is that if density is
the information, the speed fluctuates, and vice-versa. In the case density is
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Figure 4.13: Travel time distribution for using the global density as traffic
information. The parameters are L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, α = 1, sdyn = 0.25,
sFC = 1, and pAB = 0, i.e., all static drivers use route B. All dynamic drivers
select route A.

provided, a higher number of vehicles is injected into the system. If speed is
given, the mean speed on both routes is quite high.

So far, it has been shown that the dynamic drivers can hardly profit
from the information provided. Only in very extreme cases, e.g., pAB = 0,
the situation for some dynamic agents is better than for most static ones.
However, using a global quantity as information the dynamic road users
outperform the static ones. Such a situation is shown in Fig. 4.13, where
the travel time distribution for a sub-optimal behaviour of the static drivers
(pAB = 0) is given. In contrast to the previous experiments, all dynamic
drivers profit from the provided information since no one uses route A. This
shows that information in principle can help to improve traffic patterns by
coordinating the behaviour among the agents. Note that in this experiment
sdyn = 0.25, i.e., there is a market penetration of 25 %. With a higher market
penetration this effect is shortened.
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4.3.3 Comparison

In the previous sections, four different kinds of dynamic information have
been discussed: FC travel time and its trend, the mean speed and density.
All types of information are evaluated from the road user´s point of view.
From the traffic control point of view, an important quantity to evaluate is the
capacity or the flow: j = NAvA+NBvB. The objective of the traffic controller
is to maximise the capacity of the network by providing information. In
Fig. 4.14 the four different types of information are compared with each
other for different market penetrations. The parameters are L = 2, 000,
pdec = 0.25, α = 1, sFC = 1, and pAB = 0.5, i.e., the static drivers behave
optimal.

It is clear that with a higher share of dynamic drivers sdyn and the FC
travel time provided, the flow is reduced. This is due to the oscillations,
which destroy the traffic patterns (see Sect. 4.2). Providing the gradient of
the travel time is slightly better but also leads to a decrease in the flow with
increasing sdyn. This is also true for the average speed as information, since
it leads to a high average speed but reduces the density. Thus, the flow is
slightly reduced.

The only type of information, which enhances the efficiency of the system
is the average density. Therefore, this is the best type of information for
traffic control purposes, since it helps to coordinate the agents in a sufficient
way so that even the natural equilibrium of the static drivers (pAB = 0.5)
can be optimised by reducing the fluctuations. This discussion makes clear
that the efficiency of an information system depends heavily on the nature
of the information provided.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, a simple scenario consisting of two identical routes is dis-
cussed. Dynamic information for both routes are generated by traffic flow
simulations with an agent-based model. These are transmitted to an infor-
mation board, which is the basis of the route choice of dynamic road users.
Four different types of information are tested: the FC travel time and its
trend, the mean density and speed.

Providing the FC travel time often leads to oscillations in the number of
cars on the routes, the mean speed, and the travel times. The cycle length of
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Figure 4.14: Flow vs. sdyn for different kinds of information. The parameters
are L = 2, 000, pdec = 0.25, α = 1, sFC = 1, and pAB = 0.5. For the FC data
and the trend the flow goes down rapidly. This even holds for the speed.
From the traffic control point of view, the density is the best criterion.

the oscillations depends linearly on the length of the routes. The amplitude
depends on sdyn. For small injection rates the oscillations vanish.

If the braking noise pdec vanishes, no oscillations are found since the model
is deterministic. It is changing with increasing pdec: for medium values of
pdec the characteristic oscillations are found, whereas for higher values of pdec

the dynamics is governed by jams, which emerge and destroy the oscillations.
The quality of the information is basically influenced by the share of FCs. If
their number is small the information is seldomly updated and therefore too
old.

The reason for the oscillations are the dynamic agents. All of them use
the same information. Therefore, the emptier route attracts more vehicles
and in the process gets slower. This effect is pointed out using travel time
distributions. Using auto- and cross-correlation functions the results can be
quantified in greater detail. It is found that a small number of dynamic
drivers is enough to establish oscillations. The cross-correlation yields that
the speed is coupled anti-cyclic to the number of cars, which is due to the
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traffic flow model.
Even if the behaviour of the static drivers is sub-optimal, i.e., pAB < 0,

only a few dynamic drivers are able to profit from the information. This
changes if different types of information are used, e.g., the trend of the FC
travel time. Using this information the oscillations vanish. However, the
criterion is only advantageous for the dynamic drivers if the distribution
of traffic among the two routes is similar. Otherwise, the trend has to be
combined with the absolute value.

Better types of information are the global density and speed. This in-
formation is to the best advantage of the dynamic agents, since it helps to
coordinate the behaviour. A comparison of all different types of messages
shows that beside the amount and the validity of the information an impor-
tant question is the nature of it. By its nature, travel time is not a good
quantity since it introduces not only concentration but also oscillations into
the system. For traffic control purposes, the best criterion is the global den-
sity since it optimises the flow.

The analysis yields that one should be very careful to provide dynamic
information, since concentration is intrinsic to all information systems and
the overall performance of the system can get worse [13, 77, 125, 161, 162].
Therefore, the market penetration of ATIS has to be observed very carefully
[65]. One key question is: what kind of and how much information do road
users need? Another interesting issue is to study the effect of providing
various types of messages to different drivers. This may introduce a natural
diversity which avoids the effect of concentration.
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Chapter 5

An Advanced Traveller
Information System

In Chapter 1 ATIS were introduced. The idea of ATIS is to provide real-
time or even predictive information to the road user in order to help him to
navigate through the network easier [1, 88].

In this chapter, a special ATIS which is based on an on-line simulation us-
ing an agent-based simulator will be presented. The simulator combines real-
world traffic data with the model to provide network-wide information about
the current traffic state. The framework is applied to the freeway network of
North Rhine-Westphalia.

Additionally, a dynamic traffic forecast will be presented, which merges
the output of the on-line simulation, i.e., current data with historical data.
On the basis of the historical data heuristics are derived statistically for
both urban as well as freeway traffic. The heuristics are supplemented by a
short-term forecast to provide predictions for arbitrary horizons. In the next
section, the basic idea of an on-line simulation is introduced.

5.1 Principle of On-Line Simulations

One objective of ITS, is to distribute the vehicles over the network more
efficiently. The starting point is information about the current traffic state
in the whole network. The most common sources of information are in-
ductive loops or video detection devices which send data permanently (see
Sect. 1.1.2). Other sources are event driven, like messages from the police

83
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Agent−based simulation

Forecast

On−line Data

Network

GIS

Figure 5.1: Concept of an on-line simulation. The traffic data are sent via
a permanent connection to the controller. The controller handles static in-
formation like the network structure and performs micro-simulations. The
results are dynamic data. These can be visualised and processed in further
applications, e.g., ATIS or Dynamic Route Guidance Systems. Additionally,
they serve as input to traffic forecasts.

or drivers with cellular phones. However, most data stem from locally fixed
points. An exception to this rule are floating car data (FCD).

Unfortunately, in most urban areas and freeway networks data are only
available from special points, for instance at traffic lights or closed to ramp-
meters. Here, detection devices are installed to gather data to optimise the
local facilities. Obviously, such sources are distributed in-homogeneously
over the network and do not cover it (see Fig. 5.3).

Our approach to provide network-wide information is to use the local
data as input to an agent-based simulator. The local traffic counts are com-
bined with the network structure, e.g., type of roads, priority regulations at
the nodes or on- and off-ramps, under consideration of realistic traffic flow
dynamics. This is the basic idea of on-line simulations:

Local traffic counts serve as input for traffic flow simulations to provide
network-wide information.

Thus, information can be derived for those regions which are not covered by
measurements.
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In Fig. 5.1 the concept of an on-line simulation is sketched. The on-
line data are the input to the controller, which performs simulations on
a digitised road network. The basis of this road network is a Geographi-
cal Information System (GIS). The model employed allows for high-speed
micro-simulations and it is even possible to perform a short-term traffic fore-
cast [52]. The output of the simulations are dynamic data, like link travel
times, which serve as input into other ITS, e.g., Dynamic Route Guidance
Systems (DRGS) [88, 147, 159]. Additionally, the data serve as input to a
dynamic traffic forecast (see Sect. 5.4).

5.2 Freeway Simulator

Due to the increasing computational power in the recent years, a lot of mi-
croscopic or agent-based traffic simulators have been developed [39, 44, 80,
145, 150]. They offer a powerful tool for system analysis and design,like the
optimisation of traffic light management (e.g., HUTSIM [105]), verification of
advanced traffic management systems (e.g., MITSIM [170], AIMSUN2 [12]),
validation of the effectiveness of in-vehicle systems, like automatic cruise
control (e.g., PELOPS [164]), or as a part of a transportation planning tools
(e.g., TRANSIMS [124])1.

The special focus of the simulator presented here, is to provide data about
the current traffic state of a network. Therefore, the following requirements
have to be fulfilled: An on-line connection to traffic control centres has to be
established and the simulations have to be performed faster than real-time.
In [66, 65, 146, 163] results of an application of the on-line simulation to
an urban area are given. In the following, the main components of a free-
way simulator are described.

5.2.1 Agent-Based Model

The main advantage of an agent-based simulation is that the infrastructure is
incorporated directly and the motorist is described on an individual level. On
the one hand, this is closer to reality than macro- or mesoscopic approaches.
On the other hand, input data on the micro level is necessary. In Sect. 2.4,
a general multi-agent model is introduced which consists of two layers:

1See: http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/smartest for a comprehensive overview of dif-
ferent simulators.
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Tactical Layer

The basic layer is the tactical, which contains a microscopic traffic flow model.
Special care has to be taken whether the flow model is suitable for the appli-
cation or not. Most simulators are applied to urban and freeway networks.

Nevertheless, urban and freeway traffic differ with regard to some aspects:
The traffic dynamics on urban roads are governed by the intersections, mainly
traffic lights, whereas on freeways dynamic phases emerge, e.g., synchronised
flow or stop-and-go traffic (for an overview [96, 97]). The analysis of single-
vehicle data [130] yields that for freeway traffic a more detailed description of
the dynamics is necessary [104]. In the current version of the simulator, the
original cellular automaton model is used [126]. However, new traffic flow
models, which take into account anticipation, are developed [103, 104, 129].
It is planned to incorporate them into the simulator soon.

Another difference between freeway and urban networks is the location
of sinks and sources within the network, i.e., the places where vehicles leave
or enter the simulation area. In urban areas, they are located almost ev-
erywhere, because a vehicle can leave or enter the system at a parking area
or just stop on the sidewalk. In freeway networks, the sinks and sources
are clearly defined, namely the on- and off-ramps. If data on the ramps are
available it is much easier to control the flows into and out of the network.

Strategic Layer

The strategic layer handles the cognitive aspects of the driver, e.g., the route
choice behaviour or the processing of information (see Sect. 2.4.2). There
are different strategies to model the route choice behaviour. One idea is to
use origin-destination (OD) matrices, i.e., information about the trips people
want to take [124].

Since such data with sufficient temporal and spatial resolution are hardly
available, vehicles are driven randomly through the network. This means that
the agents do not follow a pre-defined route. Instead, they choose their way at
every node according to turning probabilities. Currently, these probabilities
are either computed using real-time traffic data or they are set to a default
value, which represents an average value, e.g., a mean turning probability
during a day.

Obviously, the implementation of the strategic layer is very simple, but
it is convenient for the current application. For a traffic forecast, the turning
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probabilities have to be predicted, too (see Sect. 5.4). In order to provide an
anticipatory traffic forecast, it is even necessary to consider the reactions of
the road users to the information (see Sect. 2.4.3).

5.2.2 Network Structure

A crucial point in the design of every simulator is the representation of the
road network. Similar to other simulators the network consists of a few basic
elements: links and nodes (cf., [66, 170]). A node is either a connection
between two links, a sink/source at the boundary or an off/on-ramp. At
the sources vehicles are added with regard to input data. On the sinks
the cars are simply removed every time-step. Links are directional elements
representing the roads of the network that connect two nodes.

Combining the elements mentioned above one is able to build the more
complex structures of freeway networks, like:

• junctions, where vehicles enter or leave the freeway,

• intersections, at which two freeways are connected, and

• triangular intersections, where two freeways meet, but one ends.

Other geometries can rarely be found in reality. However, they can be con-
structed easily with the elements used here. A more detailed description of
the network topology is given in [72, 93]. The input data to the topology
database usually stem from GIS.

5.2.3 Tuning Methods

In order to receive realistic results, the simulation is supplemented by on-
line data. Thus, algorithms have to be found to incorporate the real world
measurements into the simulation. This is done at the so-called checkpoints,
which are located at those places in the network where a complete cross-
section is available, i.e., all lanes are covered by an detection device [72, 93,
94, 148, 163]. Here it is convenient to perform adjustments. In principle, the
simulation results of the last minute are compared with the measured data.
Then, adjustments are made, e.g., vehicles are added or removed.

First methods for this procedure are given in [66]. However, these suffer
from a major drawback, since they destroy the dynamic phases of the traffic
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flow. They are only sufficient for urban traffic, where the dynamics are
governed mainly by the traffic lights at the intersections, but on freeways
dynamic phases are found (for an overview see [96, 97]). Thus, it is inevitable
to incorporate the data into the simulation without perturbing the dynamics
present in the network.

first car in front of
checkpoint

5 5

5 53 3

<gap>

added cars

b)

a)

first car behind
checkpoint

checkpoint
position of

Figure 5.2: Checkpoint in the simulation: (a) situation before the tuning;
(b) application of the mean gap strategy. The mean gap 〈g〉 = 4 cells. Thus,
two vehicles with the speed vin = 3 cells/time-step are added.

Tuning of the Mean Gap

Here, we propose the Tuning of the Mean Gap. It follows the idea to add
vehicles “adiabatically”, i.e., without disturbing the system [72, 93, 94]. The
driving force of the tuning strategy is the difference between simulated and
real world data. Obviously, there are two possible situations. If there are
too many vehicles in the simulation, some are removed. If the simulated
number of vehicles is lower than the measured number, vehicles are added
in an area up- and down-stream the check-point. In this area, the mean gap
〈g〉 of the vehicles is calculated. From the real-world data, a speed vin in
cells/time-step is determined. Now, the cars are added to the system with
regard to the mean gap 〈g〉 and their speed vin (Fig. 5.2).

The advantage of this method is that vehicles which are already on the
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track are not disturbed; in other words no car in the simulation has to brake
due to the added ones. If it is not possible to add the required number of
vehicles, some of them are left out. Although this is not correct, it is more
important to keep the dynamics of the system than to add all necessary
vehicles. It turns out that this strategy reproduces the traffic state with a
high accuracy [94].

5.3 Results

50 km

Figure 5.3: Schematic sketch of the freeway network of North Rhine-
Westphalia. The locations of the inductive loop are marked with an open
rectangle. Obviously, the density of the detection devices is in-homogeneous,
e.g., if a VMS is installed there is very dense detection network.

The main goal of the freeway simulator is to interpolate the traffic state
between check points and to extrapolate it into areas which are hardly or not
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equipped with detection units. The simulations provide many results which
can be analysed and processed in different applications. The following data
are available for all links:

• travel time,

• traffic density,

• or the average velocities for different classes of vehicles.

5.3.1 Application to North Rhine-Westphalia

The framework described in the previous sections is applied to the free-
way network of North Rhine-Westphalia, an area of about 34,000 km2 (see
Fig. 5.3). The roads of the network have a length of 6,000 km. There are 67
highway intersections and 830 on- and off-ramps. The digital version of the
network consists of 3,560 edges and 1.4 million sites.

In order to provide precise travel times, the length of every piece of topol-
ogy, especially transfer tracks, is determined using a GIS2. Currently, data
from about 3,500 inductive loops are accessible. Their location is depicted in
Fig. 5.3. Every minute the aggregated amount of cars and lorries as well as
their velocities are sent via permanent lines from the control centres to the
simulation.

Data Connection

There are two traffic control centres in NRW: one in Recklinghausen and
the other one in Leverkusen. From these points, data from about 3,500
inductive loops are sent minute by minute to the controller of the simulation.
It is connected to ftp-servers in the control centres via permanent lines. To
establish the connection the TCP/IP-Protocol in combination with three
routers is used. For security fire-walls are installed. A controller handles the
data transfer. Beside information about the traffic volume, the status of the
VMS and the ramp-metering systems is provided. This special information
serve as input into ATMS, which monitor and control traffic (see Sect. 1.2).

2The basis of the GIS is the NW-SIB provided by the state of North Rhine-Westphalia.
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5.3.2 Simulation Speed

Due to its design the cellular automaton approach allows to simulate a net-
work much faster than real-time – a basic requirement for on-line simulations
and traffic forecast [66, 94, 124, 123, 137]. With only one personal computer
common right now, e.g., Pentium 700 MHz. The simulation for the whole
freeway network of North Rhine-Westphalia can be performed about five
times faster than real-time.

5.3.3 Traffic Demand Data

The traffic demand data of different days calculated by the simulation is
shown in Fig. 5.4. The amount of vehicles in the network and their mean
speed is plotted vs. time. Note that this result represents the traffic state of
the whole network. Therefore, the mean speed seldomly shows a breakdown.

The four different days depicted, represent the different types of time
series (see Sect. 5.4.2). Figure 5.4a represents a typical working day. The
rush-hours in the morning and evening show distinct peaks. On Fridays the
typical the morning rush-hour is similar, but the afternoon peak is broadened
and shifted to earlier times (see Fig. 5.4b). Saturdays and Sundays show a
different characteristic. A similar classification is discussed in greater detail
in Sect. 5.4.2.

5.3.4 Consistency of the Results

Obviously, it is necessary to validate the results of the simulator. There
are two ways: either the simulation is tested by its ability to reproduce
given reference states generated by an independent simulation run. Or the
simulations are compared with data for another source, e.g., FCD. However,
network-wide information from another source can hardly be obtained.

Therefore, the first method is used. The results of the simulations are
compared with artificial states (reference states) generated by an independent
simulation run. In other words, two simulation runs with two independent
sets of random numbers are performed. For the simulations themselves the
same set of parameters are used, e.g., source rates. Results of the validation
process for this simulator are presented in [93, 94].
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Figure 5.4: Daily traffic demand calculated by the simulation. The to-
tal no. of cars and their mean speed is plotted vs. time. The following
days are plotted (a) Monday 05.03.2001, (b) Friday 09.03.2001, (c) Satur-
day 10.03.2001, and (d) Sunday 12.03.2001. The four graphs represent the
different classes of traffic demand.
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5.3.5 Dynamic Route Guidance Systems (DRGS)

The simulation provides current link travel times. Obviously, these data can
be processed by DRGS which allow the road users to organise their trips
with regard to individual preferences. However, from a mathematical point
of view the problem of determining an optimal route in a traffic network can
be described as a multiple criteria optimisation problem on a graph with
time dependent arc costs (e.g., [157]).

Multi-Criteria Fuzzy Model

In [159] we solved this multi-criteria optimisation problem by employing the
symmetric decision model proposed by Bellmann and Zadeh [24]. The fuzzy
routing model is compared to a model with a linear cost function. The
fuzzy routing model finds a good compromise between the different criteria,
whereas the linear model tends to overestimate one criterion and neglect the
others.

5.4 Traffic Forecast

The prediction of traffic conditions is a vital component of ATMS and ATIS.
The information of the future demand helps traffic control centres to prevent
a break-down of the flow, e.g., by using ramp meters or VMS. Additionally,
predictive information can be passed to the drivers by means of a radio
broadcast or DRGS. Nevertheless, it offers a new degree of freedom to the
road users since they can adjust their departure time to the traffic situation.

One key question of a forecast is the length of the prognosis horizon, e.g.,
is a short- or long-term forecast necessary. The horizon determines, which
procedure proves as the most effective one. A second important detail is the
available input data, i.e., the number and the location of sources.

In the literature, different approaches have been proposed: Neural net-
works are often used for predicting traffic flow, speed data or travel times
up to 15 minutes [11, 57, 59, 151]. Spatial correlations of measured data are
used to forecast the locomotion of large jams, which move at a unique speed
[99, 98]. For long-term predictions experience about recurrent traffic patterns
are valuable, so-called heuristics. They result from a statistical analysis of
traffic time series [38, 45, 52, 107, 168].
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However, most methods either provide short- or long-term predictions.
For arbitrary horizons different methods have to be merged [68]. In the fol-
lowing section, a dynamic traffic forecast is proposed which combines current
data stemming from on-line simulations with heuristics derived from histor-
ical data to provide predictive data.

5.4.1 Dynamic Traffic Forecast

Conceptually, traffic information may fall into three different temporal cat-
egories: historical, current and predictive (see Sect. 1.1.4). Historical
data reflects the previous states of the network. Current data is for instance
provided by on-line simulations. But the key question is: How can one use
this information to generate predictive data?

The structure of the dynamic traffic forecast is given in Fig. 5.5. The input
into the system are raw data from detection devices, i.e., local information.
These are processed in two ways: First, as input for the on-line simulations
in order to provide dynamic data for every link. Additionally, all data are
archived and analysed statistically.

The second step is necessary, since the approach to predict traffic by using
the only simulator does not work. The idea of such a “do-nothing scenario”
is to run the simulation without further data support and thereby to use the
dynamics of the traffic flow model. A major drawback of this simple method
is that vehicles leave the system at the boundary nodes and the network
empties. Hence, it is necessary to develop heuristics which take into account
the temporal evolution of the traffic patterns, especially at the boundaries,
the on- and off-ramps.

Therefore, the data are collected in a historical database (see Fig. 5.5).
This database is analysed statistically in order to find underlying patterns,
which can be used for predictions. The output of the analysis are heuristics
about the traffic demand at the boundary nodes and the on- and off-ramps.
These serve as input to the predictive simulations, which are similar to on-
line simulations but the input are historical data. The advantage of this
method is that the dynamic traffic phases in the network are maintained. A
first step to such a forecast is the statistical analysis of the historical data.
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Figure 5.5: Concept of the dynamic traffic forecast. Current raw data mea-
sured by detection devices is processed in two ways: First, the data serve
as input to the on-line simulation, which provides the network-wide current
traffic state (see previous sections). Additionally, all data are archived in a
historical database, which is analysed statistically to figure out underlying
patterns, i.e., heuristics about the travel demand. These heuristics are used
to control the flow into and out of the network at the sinks and sources.
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5.4.2 Historical Data in Urban Areas

In order to develop heuristics for a traffic forecast, i.e., experience about
recurrent events, we analyse historical data and classify it into categories
[45, 108, 168, 171]. Two different characteristics are distinguished: daily
and seasonal. Seasonal differences are for instance due to school holidays.
Obviously, there are daily differences: on working days a morning rush-hour
is found which is absent on Sundays or holidays. Additionally, there are
special events, like football matches.

The following conclusions are drawn from a statistical analysis of data
from over 350 loop detectors in the inner city of Duisburg during the years
1998 to 2000. The data are provided by a permanent connection to the traffic
control centre of the municipal authority of Duisburg [51, 52].

Daily Characteristics

To classify days, the daily traffic demand, i.e., the flow of vehicles vs. time,
has to be investigated. Therefore, the flow per minute Jnm(t) of every loop
detector NLD(t) at a certain time t are accumulated. Then the data are
summed over all days, where data are available Ndays(t), this result is divided
by NLD(t) and Ndays(t):

Jdem(t) =

∑Ndays(t)
n=1

∑NLD(t)
m=1 Jnm(t)

Ndays(t)NLD(t)
. (5.1)

One advantage of this procedure is the opportunity to analyse even days with
an incomplete set of data. The resulting traffic time series are subdivided in
seven classes, taking into account the different demand during the weekdays.

Obviously, the demand of many days is quit similar, since the activity
patterns on most working days do not differ very much. However, this is
also true if Fridays and days before holidays are compared. Therefore, the
number of classes can be reduced. To identify time series to be merged into
one class a matching process is used, which compares the traffic patterns on
the basis of an error measure [52]. Finally, we define the following distinct
classes:

• Monday until Thursday, except holidays or days before holidays (Mo-
Th),

• Friday and days before holidays (Fri),
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• Saturday except holidays (Sat), and

• Sunday and holidays (SunHol).
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Figure 5.6: No. of cars vs. time. The data are stemming from all inductive
loops of the inner city of Duisburg and are averaged over an interval of ten
minutes. The four classes are distinct.

Figure 5.6 shows the daily traffic demand of these four groups. The
highest number of vehicles during one day is generally measured on Fri. If
this value is set to 100%, the other classes are as follows: Mo-Th 97%,
Sat 71%, and SunHol 51%. Analysing the traffic time series in more detail
yields for the graph of Mo-Th (solid line in Fig. 5.6) a rough segmentation
into four regions:

• a sharp morning peak located at 7:51 with a small standard deviation
of three minutes,

• a region which is approximately a straight line but with many fluctua-
tions like the peaks at about 9 or 10 o’clock,

• a peak in the afternoon located at 16:21, which is higher and broader
than the morning peak, and

• a relatively smooth curve during the night with a minimum at 3:09.
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This split reflects the daily life. However, for a traffic forecast the standard
deviations of the peaks are an expressive feature. They reflect the quality
of a heuristic. Since the standard deviation of the morning peak is about
three minutes, it will appear with a high probability in this interval of time
(Tab. 5.1).

Class Feature Cars Std. Dev. Time Std. Dev.
[veh/min] [veh/min] [min]

Mo-Th 1. morning shift 1.16 0.05 5:44 2
2. morning shift 2.24 0.10 6:53 2
morning peak 3.38 0.21 7:51 3
afternoon peak 3.82 0.15 16:21 24

Fri 1. morning shift 1.14 0.04 5:44 2
2. morning shift 2.19 0.11 6:53 4
morning peak 3.28 0.26 7:52 3
afternoon peak 3.69 0.13 15:09 32

Sat 1. morning shift 0.61 0.04 5:44 3
2. morning shift 0.61 0.03 6:46 7

Table 5.1: Summary of the empirical data (from [51, 52]). The height and
the width of the peaks as well as their standard deviations are measured.
Additionally, the times the structures occur and their standard deviation is
given.

Seasonal Differences

For the analysis of seasonal differences, only working days, i.e., Mondays
until Fridays, are considered. On average the highest number of vehicles is
measured in May. If this value is set to 100% the other months are: June 99%,
April and November 98%, March, February and December 97%, September
95%, August and October 94%, July 89%. Most of these differences are due
to school holidays. In general, the structure of the traffic demand stays the
same during holidays, i.e., traffic patterns are not changed. But in July the
absolute values are reduced by 10%. Unfortunately, no data are measured in
January during the three years because of problems with the data connection.
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Special Events
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Figure 5.7: Daily traffic demand for special events: (a) football World Cham-
pionship match Germany-USA; (b) solar eclipse on the 11th of August in
1999. The football match results in a sharp breakdown at 21:00 whereas the
solar eclipse influences the whole day. (c) and (d) are the same curves in
percentage graphs.

Similar to holidays or long vacations, there are sometimes special events
which influence traffic patterns drastically. For this kind of events two ex-
amples are presented in the following. In Fig. 5.7a,c the influence of the
football match between Germany and the United States of America during
the World Championship 1998 is shown. Ten minutes after the kick-off at
21:00 the flow is only at 88% of the average traffic time series of a working
day. Shortly before the end of the game it decreases further to only 61%.
Averaged over the interval from 21:10 until 22:50 a flow of 72% of a working
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day is measured. Note that the activity during the whole day is remarkably
higher.

A different characteristic shows the solar eclipse on the 11th of August
in 1999 during 11:11 to 13:50 (see Fig. 5.7b,d). Although, the total eclipse
could not be seen in Duisburg, even a partial eclipse of 97% influenced the
traffic pattern dramatically. From the morning peak until the peak in the
afternoon only 93% of the usual number of vehicles is found. The minimum
of the dip is located at 12:36 with only 67% of the averaged graph of this
class.
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Figure 5.8: Traffic time series for different directions. A flow of commuters
can be observed: Into the city in the morning and out of the city in the
evening.

Up to now, traffic demand data resulting from all inductive loops have
been studied, i.e., the traffic pattern of the whole city. But every street has
its own characteristic. Therefore, a single street is selected which exhibits
typical commuter flows: the Mülheimer Straße. It connects the Autobahn A3
(Cologne-Oberhausen) with the inner city of Duisburg. For the investigation
of the flow toward the A3, ten inductive loops are installed in one direction,
in the reverse eight.
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The result for the class Mo-Th is shown in Fig. 5.8. The traffic time series
of this street differs strongly from the traffic pattern of the whole city. This
is due to a huge number of commuters coming to Duisburg in the morning
and leaving it in the afternoon. The morning peak to Duisburg is shifted to
7:59. Such data can also help to identify origin-destination matrices.

5.4.3 Historical Data on Freeways

Up to now, we have only investigated urban traffic flow data. Now, we extend
our analysis to freeway traffic. For the freeway network of NRW data from
28 weeks are available. Since the freeway database is about ten times bigger
than the urban one, a detailed statistical analysis of these data would go
far beyond the scope of this work and has to be postponed to the future.
Our idea here, is to point out the similarities and the differences between the
urban and freeway data.

In the following, we will concentrate our analysis on data from inductive
loops, which are placed on the German freeway A2 at km 464,8 between the
freeway intersection Bottrop and the ramp Gladbeck-Ellinghorst at km 463,3.
The freeway comprises three lanes in each direction. Overall, six inductive
loops are included in the analysis, three in direction north-east and the others
in the opposite direction. The inductive loops supply data about the flow
and the mean speed of passenger cars and lorries.

Daily Characteristics

Obviously, the flow of vehicles measured per minuted is much higher than
in the urban areas (cf. Fig. 5.6). This is of course due to the higher speed.
Again, daily characteristics can be found (see Fig. 5.10). Similar to the
previous section, we analyse every weekday separately. It seems that the
traffic demand of Mondays to Thursdays again can be merged in one class.
The other classes are Fridays and days before holidays (Fri), Saturdays (Sat),
and Sundays and holidays (SunHol). The different classes are depicted in
Fig. 5.10. The data stem from the left lane of the freeway in north-east
direction.
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Figure 5.9: Daily traffic demand for different weekdays (cf. Fig. 5.6). The
data stem from the left lane in direction north-east. The daily demand
represents the average over 28 weeks.

Characteristics Based on the Lane

In contrast to urban areas, there are rules about the lane usage on freeways.
First of all, there is the legal constraint that vehicles have to keep to the
right, i.e., the lane change is asymmetric. Besides, slow vehicles, e.g., lorries
have to keep to the right. Thus, a speed gradient emerges. Additionally,
there is a right lane overtake ban, which leads to the lane usage inversion
[127], i.e., at low densities there are more vehicles on the left lane than on
the right.

Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the characteristics based on the
lanes. In Fig. 5.10 the flow of vehicles and their mean speed are depicted
for the class Monday. The data stem from the inductive loops into direction
north-east. For the middle lane the typical daily characteristic of urban areas
is recovered (see Fig. 5.10a). The left lane is like a buffer used especially
during rush-hours. The demand on the right lane is nearly the same during
the whole day. This is due to the fact that it is mainly used by lorries and
other commercial vehicles, which operate with the same intensity during the
day.

The mean speed increases from the right to the left lane (see Fig. 5.10b).
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During the night hardly any vehicles are measured on the left lane. Therefore,
the speed breaks down to zero or small values. If the speed decreases due to
disturbances all lanes are coupled with each other (e.g., [95, 97, 99, 130]).

Characteristics of Different Vehicle Types

Another difference between urban and freeway traffic is the difference of the
maximum speed of the vehicles. Therefore, the data from different vehicle
types are investigated, for instance lorries. In Fig. 5.10c the number of lorries
is plotted for different lanes. Obviously, it decreases from right to left and
the daily characteristics does not show any rush-hour peaks. Most of the
lorries keep to the right lane.

The mean speed of the lorries on the different lanes is shown in Fig. 5.10d.
The break down of the mean speed at night is again due to the low detection
rate. On the right lane the speed is more or less constant slightly above
the legal speed limit of 80 km/h. Although, the analysis is carried out on
the basis of six inductive loops a lot of characteristic patterns are found,
which are supposed to be valid for the whole network. However, a detailed
statistical analysis has to be postponed to the future.

Recurrent Events

There are recurrent events in road networks, which have to be classified to
provide a forecast. One weekly recurrent event is depicted in Fig. 5.11. The
traffic demand of lorries on Sundays is shown. At ten o´clock at night a
pronounced peak is found. It is due to the fact that lorries are not allowed
on freeways on Sundays until ten. After the ban a lot of lorries enter the
network at the same time. This recurrent event is comparable with the effects
of the shift workers in the city of Duisburg.

Special Events

Besides the characteristics above, there are sometimes special events (see
previous section), which have a serious impact on traffic patterns. In Fig. 5.12
the impact of the last match of the German Championship on May the 19th
between Schalke 04 and SpVgg. Unterhachingen on the traffic patterns is
shown. The begin and the end of the football match is indicated by solid
vertical lines.
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Figure 5.10: Moving average of flow of vehicles (a,c) and their mean speed
(b,d) on different lanes vs. time. (a) The number of vehicles for different
lanes shows that the characteristic is most pronounced on the left lane. (b)
The mean speed increases from the right to the left lane. During the night
there are hardly any vehicles on the left lane, i.e., the measurements break
down. (c) The number of lorries decreases from the right to the left lane.
Obviously, there are hardly any lorries on the left lane. (d) The mean speed
of the lorries is plotted. For lorries there is a speed limit of 80 km/h.
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Figure 5.11: Traffic demand of lorries on Sundays (SunHol) for different
lanes. The data stem from the inductive loops into direction north-east. At
ten o´clock p.m. a pronounced peak is found. It is due to the fact that lorries
are not allowed on the freeways on Sundays until ten. Obviously, the impact
on the right lane is higher.
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In Fig. 5.12a the demand for the north-east direction is shown. Before
the game the traffic demand is nearly two times bigger than on a usually
Saturday. After the game the fans leave the stadium in the opposite direction.
Obviously, such events have a drastic impact on the traffic patterns.

From the analysis of the freeway data, we learn that the characteristics
of freeway traffic are more distinct. Therefore, traffic demand data has to be
provided for local points instead of areas.
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Figure 5.12: Daily traffic demand for Saturdays and the demand on May
the 19th on the left lane. (a) into direction north-east and (b) into direction
south-west. The begin and the end of the match are indicated by the vertical
solid lines. Before the match the football fans enter the stadium from the
north-east and leave it in the opposite direction.

5.4.4 Forecast for Arbitrary Horizons

The heuristics presented in the previous sections are more useful for long-
term-predictions since they are not able to take into account the current
situation, e.g., a road work, an accident or a blockage. A method which is
suitable for a short-term forecast methods is the constant model [51, 53].

Constant Model

In this model, the forecast for all horizons is a constant value [38, 109, 155].
The value can either be the last value measured (Naive Model) or better
an average over, e.g., the last ten values (Moving Average). Here, a Single-
Smoothing model is used, which is based on an exponential adjustment.
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The forecast value Jconst(n) at the discrete time-step n is calculated by two
equations:

Jconst(1) = Jcurr, for n = 1 , (5.2)

Jconst(n) = αJconst(n) + (1− α)Jconst(n− 1), for n > 1,

with Jcurr the last measured value.
In [51, 53], suitable α´s for different horizons are determined using the

historical data presented in the previous sections. The main result is: The
longer the horizon ∆τ the higher is the optimal α. In other words, if one
wants to look into the future further, more importance should be attached to
the current data. Besides, the optimal α depends on the sample class. This
is due to the different sizes of fluctuations in the graphs.
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Figure 5.13: The irruption of the traffic flow during the solar eclipse as an
example for the combination of short-term- and long-term-forecasting. The
parameters are η = 0.57 and ∆τmax = 37 min. The current data loose their
influence at a prognosis horizon ∆τmax. At this point it merges with the data
from the heuristics. The combination of both methods offers an improved
prediction.

Combination of Methods

For an efficient traffic forecast both methods should be combined. We pro-
pose a method that uses the constant model for small ∆τ , and with increas-
ing ∆τ the heuristics. Thus, the current data at t0, the time the forecast is
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rendered, loose their influence with increasing ∆τ . Based on this considera-
tion the following formula is proposed:

Jpred(tp) = Jsam(tp) + k ·∆J(t0), (5.3)

with
∆J(t0) = Jconst(t0)− Jsam(t0),

k =

{
η

(
1− ∆τ

∆τmax

)
, for 0 < ∆τ ≤ ∆τmax

0 , for ∆τ > ∆τmax

∆τ = tp − t0.

The variables are defined as follows:

Jpred(tp) =̂ predicted traffic flow,
Jsam(tp) =̂ flow of the sample graph, eq. (heuristics),

Jconst(t0) =̂ value of the constant model (5.2),
t0 =̂ point in time the prediction is made,
tp =̂ point in time predicted,
η =̂ weighting of current and historical data,

and ∆τmax =̂ maximum horizon for constant model.

Obviously, for ∆τ > ∆τmax the heuristics is used as forecast. The factor
η is a coefficient for the relationship between current and historical data.
Reasonable is 0 < η < 1; for η = 0 only the sample graph is used, for
η = 1 the prognosis curve starts at the current value. The optimal values are
η = 0.57 and ∆τmax = 37 min [52].

In order to test this model for outstanding events, data from the day of
the solar eclipse has been chosen to demonstrate the quality of the model.
Results are depicted in Fig. 5.13. There is a large anomaly of the traffic flow,
which can not be predicted by heuristics. However, the combination of the
short-term-forecast with the heuristics improves the quality of the prediction
obviously.

5.5 Summary and Outlook

In this chapter, a special ATIS is discussed. It is based on real-world traffic
data stemming from inductive loops and an agent-based traffic flow model.
Using the on-line simulation it is possible to derive the current traffic state
of a complete network. The framework is applied to the freeway network of
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NRW and simulation results for different days are presented. Basic features
like rush-hours are recovered by the simulation. The output of the simula-
tion are dynamic data, e.g., link travel times or traffic densities, which are
processed for instance in DRGS.

Since the model is very efficient simulations are performed faster than
real-time – a basic requirement for a traffic forecast. A naive approach to
traffic forecast is to use the dynamics of the traffic flow model and run the on-
line simulation without further data being supplemented. However, vehicles
leave the system at the boundary nodes and the network empties in the course
of time. Therefore, a dynamic traffic forecast is necessary, which takes into
account the historical data, too.

On the basis of these data heuristics are developed which provide ex-
perience about the temporal evolution of the traffic patterns. Historical
data from the inner city of Duisburg and the Freeway network North Rhine-
Westphalia are examined taking into account seasonal and daily differences,
dependency on the direction or the lane, and special events. Four basic
classes are found: Mo-Th, Fri, Sat and SunHol. The historical data are
used for the long-term predictions.

For the short-term forecast the constant model is used. The prediction
is an exponentially smoothed value for all horizons ∆τ . Finally, a method
combining the constant model and the heuristics is proposed. This method
yields good results even for special events like the solar eclipse. In future, this
method will be used in supplementing with on-line simulations, e.g., of the
freeway network of NRW [94] or the inner city network of Duisburg [66, 148].

However, every forecast is facing a fundamental problem: the messages
are based on future predictions which themselves are affected by drivers’ reac-
tions to the messages they receive [35, 36]. Therefore, an anticipatory traffic
forecast is needed which takes into account the reaction of the road users to
the prediction [160] (see Sect. 2.4.3).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Contribution

This thesis contributes to the current research in the following way:

Intelligent Transportation Systems

The current developments in the field of ITS are summarised. The focus lies
on ATIS and ATMS, which provide real-time information to the road users
in order to distribute traffic among the road network more efficiently. Ad-
ditionally, the benefits of providing information the potential drawbacks are
discussed: over-saturation, over-reaction and concentration. Different exam-
ples are given for the effect of over-reaction and concentration. Obviously,
concentration is intrinsic to many information systems.

Two-Layer Agent Architecture

The basic notions of agents and multi-agent systems are introduced and il-
lustrated with different applications in the field of logistics and traffic flow.
It is pointed out that all microscopic traffic flow models can be interpreted
as sub cognitive agents in the context of multi-agent systems. Additionally,
a general agent architecture to describe the road users is proposed. It con-
sists of two-layers: the tactical and the strategic layer. The former describes
the task of driving and corresponds to a microscopic traffic flow model, e.g.,
the Nagel-Schreckenberg cellular automaton. The strategic layer models the
information assimilation and the decision-making, e.g., the route choice be-
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haviour. Since the architecture is very general it can be applied to model
pedestrians, too.

Anticipatory Traffic Forecast

A special problem which can be tackled by this architecture is the antici-
patory traffic forecast. Every forecast faces a basic problem: the messages
are based on future predictions which themselves are affected by drivers’ reac-
tions to the messages they receive. Therefore, an anticipatory traffic forecast
is necessary, which takes into account the reaction of the individual road
user to the presented of information or prediction.

Pre-Trip Information

In order to investigate the day-to-day dynamics of the route choice behaviour
of road users, coordination mechanisms are studied using the recently intro-
duced the El Farol Bar Problem and the Minority Game. The latter model
is extended by the concept of personalities which account for the different
types of drivers´ behaviour in the route choice process. Nine personalities
are introduced, which model different types of human behaviour.

Studying different populations of these personalities, it is found that there
is one personality which outperforms the average. To understand this result
the concept of Hamming Distance, a standard probabilistic measure for bit-
strings, is introduced and generalised to account for the personalities. Using
this quantity, the simulation results can be explained and even predicted.

Empirical Data on Route Choice Behaviour

In order to find out how realistic the proposed personalities are, empirical
data from real road users is necessary. Therefore, different methods to collect
data are presented and their usefulness is discussed. It is pointed out that a
suitable method for collecting data on route choice behaviour are controlled
laboratory experiments. The results of two experiments with a setup, which
is reminiscent of the MG, yields that indeed some personalities are recovered.

En-Route Information

The impact of en-route information is studied simulating a simple two route
scenario. For the analysis static and dynamic agents are introduced – rep-
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resenting conservative or flexible route selection. Dynamic travel times for
both routes are generated by traffic flow simulations. The data are transmit-
ted by floating cars (FCs) to an information board, which is the basis of the
route choice of dynamic road users.

The en-route information leads to a concentration of drivers on the rec-
ommended routes, which is intrinsic to many information systems and leads
to a negative impact on the traffic pattern, like oscillations. These oscilla-
tions are studied using a correlation analysis and travel time distributions.
Different parameters are investigated systematically. It is found that the
information transmitted by the FCs is often too old and reflects the previ-
ous states of the network. Thus, the dynamic agents do not profit from the
information received.

Different Kinds of Information

Therefore, different types of message are tested: the gradient of the FC
travel time, the global density and speed. The analysis yields that beside
the amount and the validity of the information an important question is the
nature of it. By its nature, travel time is not a good quantity since it intro-
duces not only concentration but also oscillations into the system. For traffic
control purposes, the best criterion is the global density since it optimises
the flow. Nevertheless, the concentration of drivers on the recommended
routes is intrinsic to many information systems, especially for a high market
penetration of information systems the benefits of providing information are
questionable.

An Advanced Traveller Information System based on On-Line Data

One key input for ATIS is network-wide data about the current traffic state.
This has to be generated from local information. A special ATIS is presented
which is based on an on-line simulation and a dynamic traffic forecast. The
framework is applied to the freeway network of North Rhine-Westphalia.
Special attention is paid to requirements of the model, the network struc-
ture and the methods to couple the measured data to the simulation. The
dynamic data generated by the simulations is, e.g., processed in DRGS.
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Dynamic Traffic Forecast

Additionally, the principle of a dynamic traffic forecast is sketched. It is based
on a combination of current and historical data, which has to be analysed
and classified statistically. An analysis is carried out for the traffic demand
from the inner city of Duisburg and the freeway network of North Rhine-
Westphalia. It yields four distinct classes for the days. Furthermore, seasonal
differences, special events, directional dependencies and differences in the
lane-usage are investigated. The historical data serve as long-term forecast
but for arbitrary horizons, a combination with a constant model, which is
based on the current data, is suitable.

6.2 Future Research

The frameworks, and models developed in this thesis motivate new research
in the field of ITS. Possible areas for future research include the following:

Traffic Management Strategies

The current and predictive data generated by the simulations should be in-
corporated in traffic management systems, e.g., ramp-meters, VMS or traffic
management centres. Especially, the predictive data allow for pro-active
control operations, i.e., the break down of the flow is prohibited in advance.
Additionally, political issues should be discussed, e.g., what kind of informa-
tion will the drivers receive in the future?

Additionally, the usefulness of different kinds of traffic messages, espe-
cially FCD, should be investigated carefully. It seems that FCD always
represent the previous states of the network and lead to a disturbance of the
traffic patterns.

Empirical Data on Route Choice Behaviour

A special focus should be put on the collection of empirical data on the route
choice behaviour. Experiments have to be carried out, which answer some
key questions: Which kind of strategies or personalities are present in real
systems? What is their mix? How do road users develop strategies for route
choice?
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Agent-Based Models

The knowledge about drivers´ behaviour gathered by the experiments should
be incorporated in multi-agent system. A development of the strategic layer is
inevitable. The models should be calibrated on the basis of the collected data.
The aim is to develop an agent-system, which take into account the reaction
of the driver to the information, to provide for instance an anticipatory traffic
forecast.
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Abbreviations

APTS Advanced Public Transportation Systems

ARTS Advanced Rural Transportation Systems

ATIS Advanced Traveller Information Systems

ATMS Advanced Traveller Management Systems

AVCS Advanced Vehicle Control Systems

AI Artificial Intelligence

CA Cellular Automaton

CVO Commercial Vehicle Operations

DRGS Dynamic Route Guidance Systems

EFBP El Farol Bar Problem

FC Floating-Car

FCD Floating-Car Data

GIS Geographical Information System

GPS Global Positioning System

ITS Intelligent Transportation System

MAS Multi-Agent System

MG Minority Game

NRW North Rhine-Westphalia

OLSIM On-Line Simulation

VMS Variable Message Signs
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Appendix B

German Summary

In dieser Arbeit werden Methoden vorgestellt und angewandt, welche die
aktuelle Verkehrslage und eine Verkehrsvorhersage für große Straßennetzw-
erke generieren. Zusätzlich werden mit Hilfe von Multi-Agenten Systemen
die Auswirkungen, die durch die Weitergabe dieser Information an die Ver-
kehrsteilnehmer entstehen, auf bestehende Verkehrszustände analysiert und
diskutiert. Um eine effizientere Nutzung der bestehenden Infrastruktur zu
gewährleisten, werden Intelligente Transport Systeme (ITS) entwickelt. In
dieser Arbeit wird ein Überblick über ITS gegeben und insbesondere werden
Vorteile und Nachteile der Informationsverbreitung diskutiert.

Um das komplexe Verhalten der Verkehrsteilnehmer zu modellieren, wer-
den Multi-Agenten Systeme eingesetzt. Im Speziellen, wird eine Agenten-
Architektur vorgeschlagen, in der die Aufgaben des Autofahrers nach ihrer
Komplexität in Ebenen eingeteilt werden, z.B. das Fahren und die Routen-
wahl. Eine mögliche Anwendung dieser Architektur ist die Antizipatorische
Verkehrsvorhersage, welche die Reaktion der Fahrer auf die Verkehrsvorher-
sage berücksichtigt.

Um den Einfluss von Pre-Trip Informationen zu untersuchen, werden Ko-
ordinationsspiele, u.a. das Minority Spiel, untersucht und im Kontext der
Routenwahl interpretiert. Die Spiele beschreiben die Dynamik der Routen-
wahl. Um unterschiedliche Strategien zu berücksichtigen, wird das Konzept
von Persönlichkeiten eingeführt. Gruppen mit verschiedenen Zusammenset-
zungen dieser Persönlichkeiten werden simuliert, mit dem Ergebnis, dass in
einer heterogenen Gesellschaft eine spezielle Persönlichkeit deutlich erfolgre-
icher ist als alle anderen. Dieses Ergebnis wird mit Hilfe der Hamming
Metrik, ein Standardmaß in der Kodierungstheorie, qualitativ und quanti-
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tativ interpretiert. Ein Vergleich mit empirischen Daten aus Experimenten
mit Verkehrsteilnehmern, zeigt, dass einige Persönlichkeiten sehr realitätsnah
sind.

Zusätzlich werden En-Route Informationen im Rahmen eines einfachen
Zwei-Routen Szenarios untersucht. Dynamische Daten, die durch Simulatio-
nen gewonnen werden, dienen als Basis der Routenwahl. Eine Korrelation-
sanalyse für verschiedene Parameter verdeutlicht, dass der Verkehrszustand
durch die Informationen destabilisiert werden. Die Leistung des gesamten
Verkehrsnetzwerkes wird durch den Effekt der Konzentration reduziert. Um
diesen Effekt detaillierter zu untersuchen, werden verschiedene Generierungs-
mechanismen und Arten von Verkehrsinformation getestet und im Hinblick
auf Verkehrsmanagementmaßnahmen bewertet. Die Art der bereitgestellten
Information beeinflusst die möglichen Erfolge des Informationssystems. Ein
spezielles Verkehrsinformationssystem, das die Abbildung der netzweiten, ak-
tuellen Verkehrslage auf der Basis von Zählschleifendaten ermöglicht, wird
vorgestellt und auf das Autobahnnetzwerk NRW angewandt. Es werden
technische Aspekte der Simulation, Ergebnisse und weitere Anwendungen
vorgestellt und analysiert. Um eine Verkehrsvorhersage bereitzustellen, wer-
den verschiedene Vorhersagetechniken, insbesondere die dynamische Verkehrs-
vorhersage, analysiert und diskutiert. Diese basiert auf der Kombination des
Simulators mit Heuristiken, die durch eine statistische Analyse historischer
Verkehrsdaten erstellt werden. Um eine Vorhersage für beliebige Zeithori-
zonte bereitzustellen, werden die Heuristiken mit einem konstanten Modell
verknüpft, das gute Aussagen für Kurzfristprognosen liefert.
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